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Abstract

BCS superconductivity and ferromagnetism rarely coexist in bulk materials due to

their mutually antagonistic spin orderings. Many exciting new phenomena which

are not present in each system alone, however, could occur in proximity-coupled su-

perconductor/ferromagnet (S/F) heterostructures. The goal of this dissertation is

to theoretically present a variety of fascinating but still not experimentally reported

phenomena occurring in magnetic superconducting hybrid devices, which in addition

to serving as a platform for novel fundamental spin physics, could become essential

building blocks in superconducting spintronics.

One of the key concepts in quantum transport is the controlled creation and in-

teraction of charge and spin in nanoscale hybrid structures. Conventional S is com-

posed of singlet Cooper pairs that carry no net spin. Achieving exotic superconduct-

ing phases as well as exploiting zero-dissipation supercurrents for switching magnetic

memories, for example, requires equal-spin triplet Cooper pairs which are challenging

to obtain due to their elusive nature. We will demonstrate a minimal and experimen-

tally achievable setup of a four-terminal S/F hybrid that allows for the generation,

control, and detection of these pairs. In particular, we propose a detection scheme

based on charge current measurements and show that equal-spin triplet correlations

establish a tunable spin current flow into the magnets.

A very large thermopower is not directly obtainable in conventional S due to

the presence of an almost perfect spin-dependent electron-hole symmetry around the

Fermi energy. However, a thin S with a spin-split density of states, could break this

symmetry and thereby provides a giant thermoelectric effect. We will show that spin-

flip scattering could strongly enhance the thermoelectric response of an S/F bilayer

via creating a sizeable figure of merit at low values of temperature and spin-splitting.

The scattering rate shifts the maximum of the thermopower from a higher to a weaker

magnetic field, which turns out to be of crucial importance for reducing the necessary

spin-splitting in these structures and thereby avoiding additional detrimental effects

ix



related to external magnetic fields.

Inducing a spin-splitting field in an adjacent S usually has been achieved via em-

ploying ferromagnets or externally applied magnetic fields. However, using ferro-

magnets in these designs is marred with numerous detrimental and parasitic effects

which lower the practical feasibility of the proposed models. Deriving the interfacial

self-energy, we will confirm that an insulating antiferromagnet in proximity to a thin

S layer, can indeed more conveniently, be used to induce a sizeable, and disorder-

resistant spin-splitting in the S than ferromagnets or applied magnetic fields. This

prediction is a promising step towards eliminating the limiting impacts of ferromag-

nets employed to this end and allows realizing several concepts involving spin-split

superconductors.



Zusammenfassung

BCS-Supraleitung und Ferromagnetismus koexistieren in Volumenmaterialien auf-

grund ihrer entgegengesetzten Spinordnung nur selten. Viele spannende neue Phäno-

mene, die nicht in jedem einzelnen System vorkommen, könnten jedoch in nahtlos

gekoppelten Supraleiter/Ferromagneten (S/F) Heterostrukturen auftreten. Ziel dieser

Dissertation ist es, in theoretischer Arbeit eine Vielzahl von faszinierenden, aber noch

nicht bekannten Phänomenen in magnetisch supraleitenden Hybridbauelementen zu

präsentieren, die nicht nur als Plattform für eine neuartige fundamentale Spinphysik

dienen, sondern auch zu wesentlichen Bausteinen der supraleitenden Spintronik wer-

den könnten.

Eines der Schlüsselkonzepte im Quantentransport ist die kontrollierte Erzeugung

und Wechselwirkung von Ladung und Spin in Nanohybridstrukturen. Konventionelle

Supraleitung hat ihren Ursprung in der Bildung von singlet Cooper-Paaren, welche

keinen Nettospin aufweisen. Zum Beispiel, das Erreichen exotischer supraleitender

Phasen sowie die Nutzung von dissipationsfreien Superströmen zum Schalten mag-

netischer Speicher erfordert gleichspinige Triplett-Cooper-Paare, die aufgrund ihrer

flüchtigen Natur schwierig zu erhalten sind. Wir werden einen minimalen und exper-

imentell realisierbaren Aufbau eines vierpoligen S/F-Hybrids demonstrieren, der die

Erzeugung, Kontrolle und Erkennung dieser Paare ermöglicht. Insbesondere schlagen

wir ein Detektionsschema vor, welches auf Ladestrommessungen basiert und zeigen,

dass Gleichspin-Triplettkorrelationen einen regelbaren Spinstromfluss in den Magnete

erzeugen.

Eine sehr große Thermokraft ist in konventionellen S nicht direkt erreichbar, da

eine nahezu perfekte spinabhängige Elektronen-Loch-Symmetrie um die Fermi-Energie

vorliegt. Ein dünner S mit einer Spin-aufgespaltenen Zustandsdichte könnte diese

Symmetrie jedoch brechen und damit einen riesigen thermoelektrischen Effekt erzeu-

gen. Wir werden zeigen, dass Spinumkehrstreuung die thermoelektrische Reaktion

einer S/F-Doppelschicht stark verbessern könnte, indem sie bei niedrigen Temperatur-
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werten und Spin-Splitting eine beachtliche Leistungszahl erzeugt. Die Streurate ver-

schiebt das Maximum der Thermokraft von einem höheren zu einem schwächeren mag-

netischen Feld, was von entscheidender Bedeutung ist, um die notwendige Spinspal-

tung in diesen Strukturen zu reduzieren und dadurch zusätzliche abträgliche Auswirkun-

gen externer Magnetfelder zu vermeiden.

Das Induzieren eines Zeeman-Feldes in einem benachbarten S wurde in der Regel

durch den Einsatz von Ferromagneten oder extern angelegten Magnetfeldern erre-

icht. Die Verwendung von Ferromagneten in diesen Designs ist jedoch mit zahlreichen

nachteiligen und parasitären Effekten behaftet, welche die praktische Umsetzbarkeit

der vorgeschlagenen Modelle beeinträchtigen. Mit der Herleitung der Selbstenergie an

der Grenzfläche weisen wir nach, dass ein isolierender Antiferromagnet in der Nähe

einer dünnen S-Schicht tatsächlich in geeigneterer Weise eingesetzt werden kann, um

eine erhebliche und Störstellen resistentere Spinaufspaltung im S, im Vergleich zu

Ferromagneten oder angelegten Magnetfeldern, zu induzieren. Diese Prognose ist

ein vielversprechender Schritt zur Beseitigung der limitierenden Auswirkungen der zu

diesem Zweck eingesetzten Ferromagnete und ermöglicht die Realisierung mehrerer

Konzepte mit Spin-Split-Supraleitern.



Chapter 1

Introduction

The dissipationless flow of currents is one of the most intriguing phenomena in nature.

For instance, it can occur in metals such as mercury, aluminum, and gallium, when

cooled below a critical temperature of about few Kelvin. These materials belong

to the class of type-I superconductors, which exclude applied weak magnetic fields

from their bodies. In particular, we will investigate the transport properties of hybrid

(anti)ferromagnetic structures arising due to the proximity with such low-temperature

superconductors. After a brief historical outline in the next section, we will elaborate

on the proximity effect in Sec. 1.2 and conclude with the organization of the thesis in

Sec 1.3.

1.1 Historical outline of superconductivity

In the year 1908, liquefaction of helium—the last permanent gas remained to be liq-

uefied at the time, gave Heike Kamerlingh Onnes the required refrigeration procedure

to reach temperatures of a few Kelvin, and thereby a new chapter in the field of low-

temperature physics started in his laboratory at the University of Leiden. In 1911,

Onnes was performing experiments to measure the resistivities of several metals at

low temperatures and came across the result that no detectable resistance for the

mercury (Hg) bar existed when the temperature was lowered below 4.20 K [1, 2]. This

breakthrough was the unexpected discovery of superconductivity.

Superconductivity is a unique property of many metals, which remains to be one

of the most exciting phases of matter, even a century after its first observation. The

exactly zero dc electrical resistance as the temperature is decreased below a particular

value—that depends on the elements, e.g., 4.15 K for mercury, is the first governing

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

property of superconductivity. The specific temperature below which the resistance of

material disappears, i.e., the phase transition temperature Tc, varies from milli-Kelvin

(or micro-Kelvin) to values above 100 K [3]. The zero resistivity, or equivalently, the

perfect conductivity, is also of vital importance for most potential applications, such

as high-current transmission lines and high-field magnets [4]. A considerable amount

of time through the 1920s and 1930s, while the magnetic properties of superconductors

were the center of attention, went by with extensive discussions trying to distinguish

the superconducting state via perfect conductivity as the only prerequisite character-

istic and establish a way to explain the phenomenon [3, 5].

It didn’t take long before physicists became aware of the fact that for a material to

be recognized as a superconductor (S), it must own another characteristic hallmark—

namely, the perfect diamagnetism, referred to as the “Meissner effect” [6]. Meissner

and Ochsenfeld managed to observe in 1933 that when a sphere is cooled below its

critical temperature Tc in a magnetic field below a particular threshold value, it com-

pletely excludes the magnetic flux from its body—meaning that the magnetic flux

cannot exist inside the (type-I) S when it is in the superconducting phase [3]. If a

material goes resistance-less at low temperatures, but it does not show perfect diamag-

netism simultaneously—as might seem to be explained by perfect conductivity—then

it is only a great conductor and not an S. On the other hand, it is solely a perfect dia-

magnet and not an S if at low temperatures it starts to become perfectly diamagnetic,

but the resistance remains at a measurable value down to the absolute zero [2]. In

1935, two years after observation of the phenomenon by Meissner, the London broth-

ers (Fritz and Heinz) proposed a simple theory to explain the effect, and trying to

predict the penetration range of a static external magnetic field in superconducting

materials [3].

The next significant theoretical advancement came in 1950 when Ginzburg and

Landau developed a macroscopic theory describing superconductivity in terms of an

order parameter and presented a derivation of the London equations. Even though

the Ginzburg-Landau theory of superconductivity 1 is phenomenological, it has had

remarkable success in explaining many of the principal superconducting properties.

The main limitation, however, is that it does not explain the microscopic origins of

superconductivity. That same year, H. Fröhlich theoretically predicted the “isotope

effect”—supports the electron-phonon interaction of superconductivity [3]—explaining

the mechanism behind decreasing of the transition temperature in superconducting

material via increasing average isotopic mass. The experimental observation of the

1It concentrates on the superconducting electrons rather than on excitations [4, 7].
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effect was confirmed and reported immediately in the same year by Maxwell [8] and

Reynolds [9].

1957 was the year when a remarkably comprehensive and satisfactory step to-

wards a theoretical understanding of classic superconductivity got developed. Own-

ing to Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer a beautiful microscopic theory explaining the

interesting properties of conventional (low-temperatures) superconductors from first

principles, known as the BCS theory [10] of superconductivity, got proposed which still

after more than six decades of its existence gives a surprisingly good interpretation of

many properties of superconductors and thereby has established itself as one of the

fascinating theories in condensed matter physics. According to it, superconductivity

is a macroscopic quantum effect that is induced due to the pairwise condensation of

bound electrons, so-called Cooper pairs into the superconducting ground state. The

attractive interaction among the electrons, which is mediated by the electron-phonon

coupling, gives rise to the most symmetric formation of Cooper pairs 2. The theory

shows that Cooper pairs carry the supercurrent, and moreover, a part of the electrons

continue to stay unpaired at finite temperatures, where there is an energy gap that

separates these unpaired “quasiparticles” (normal) from the Cooper pairs (supercon-

ducting state). In 1959, Gor’kov [11] showed that Ginzburg-Landau theory could

be derived as a limiting case, valid near Tc, from the BCS formalism and thereby

made substantial progress towards the acceptance of its validity. Shortly after, the

physical properties of inhomogeneous superconductors were predicted by Josephson

in 1962 [12], and forthwith verified by experimental observations.

Elemental metals back in Kammerlingh Onnes’ era, e.g., mercury, lead, bismuth,

become superconducting only at the low temperatures of liquid helium, thus being

described as conventional (or low-temperature) superconductors. In 1986, after a long

time with no progress on setting a new record of the elevated superconducting transi-

tion temperature, J. G. Bednorz and K. A. Müller [13] overturned the situation and

initiated the era of high-temperature superconductivity by the discovery of a new

class of superconductors based on the copper oxide perovskite compounds—obeying

the same general phenomenology as the classic superconductors, but with a much

higher Tc compared to them. When the article appeared worldwide, it was faced with

initial skepticism. The problem was resolved when the groups of Tanaka [14] and

Chu [15], respectively, from Japan and the United States, reproduced the results of

Bednorz and Müller and thereby making them accepted. Soon, many other researchers

2Vanishing relative angular momentum (called s-wave nowadays), and spin-singlets arrangements
(antiparallel alignment of spins of the two electrons).
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started to search for a higher transition temperature actively, and the recorded transi-

tion temperature began a rapid rise, e.g., Tc above 90 K in a mixed-phase Y-Ba-Cu-O

compound system [16] was observed.

1.2 Proximity effect

The proximity effect (PE), also known as the Holm-Meissner effect, is the phenomena

occurring when an S is brought into good electrical contact with a non-S, resulting in

the appearance of superconducting-like properties in the latter due to leakage of the

Cooper pairs [17]. For a normal-metal (N) near an S, superconducting correlations

could spread over a substantial length scale from the interface leading to a modification

of the electronic density of states (DOS) in N, which has been resolved experimentally

using tunneling probes [18, 19]. The local DOS in the N exhibit a mini-gap in the

diffusive limit—i.e., it’s smaller than the superconducting gap, and vanishes within an

energy window about the Fermi level—with a magnitude of the order of the Thouless

energy or “correlation energy” defined as εTh ≡ ~D/L2
n [20, 21], where ~ is Planck’s

constant, D is the electronic diffusion constant, and Ln is the sample length. As

the relation for the characteristic energy scale implies, the size of the mini-gap would

decrease via the increasing thickness of the N [20].

Although the interplay between a proximity-coupled S and an N (or insulator) is

investigated thoroughly during the last decades, the case when a ferromagnet (F) is

utilized instead of N remains open. To this end, the next section discusses the PE

involving S/F-heterostructure where the main objective is to review the phenomenon

that arises due to the interplay of these two different ordering parameters.

1.2.1 State of the art

With the improvement of the microscopic theory of superconductivity, the amount

of attention in S/F hybrids has enormously increased due to theoretical predictions,

as well as considerable advances in experimental fabrications [22–26]. At first sight,

owing to the different spin orientations between ferromagnetism and BCS supercon-

ductivity 3; the coexistence of these two mutually counteractive orderings, except

some rare cases, seems unlikely [28]. Nonetheless, due to the proximity phenomena

and exchanging electrons from one region to the other trying to accommodate the

different order parameters, one can expect stimulating effects near the interface of the

3The Pauli principle dictates a parallel arrangement of spins through the F exchange field, whereas
spin-singlet Cooper pairs in (conventional) S require an antiparallel orientation [27].
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contacting materials.

Fulde-Ferrel (FF) and Larkin-Ovchinnikov (LO) at the same time but indepen-

dently, proposed the initial predictions towards the coexistence of superconductivity

and ferromagnetism in bulk materials by showing the possibility to generate a non-

conventional superconducting state with a spatially modulated order parameter, the

so-called FFLO state [29, 30], in the presence of a strong exchange field 4.

When we talk about the BCS theory, one of the main ingredients is the pairing be-

tween electrons with opposite center-of-mass momenta and spins—matching between

the Fermi energies of electrons in the up- and down-spin channel. The Fermi energies

of up and down electrons become unequal in the phase where the system is partially

polarized, leading to an exotic form of pairing, which was discovered separately by

FF and LO. First, it was shown by FF that superconducting Cooper pairs have finite

pairing momentum and spin-polarization under a strong enough magnetic field. Then,

LO suggested that when the separation between Fermi surfaces is sufficiently large,

the formation of electronic pairs with different momenta (kkk+QQQ/2 ↑ and −kkk+QQQ/2 ↓), is

favored energetically over ordinary BCS pairs with opposite momenta (kkk ↑ and −kkk ↓)
[31]. The Cooper pairs will contain a finite (QQQ 6= 0) rather than zero total momentum

as a result of the mismatched momenta, thereby spins’ density and the superconduct-

ing gap become periodic functions of the spatial coordinates. The space modulation of

the S order parameter leads to a nonuniform or anisotropic ground state, which breaks

translational and rotational symmetries [32]. The FFLO state should be achievable

if the Zeeman splitting of the conduction-electron bands distributes the Cooper pairs

unfavorable, the system must be very clean [33], and additionally, superconductivity

should not be destroyed by the orbital effect of the external magnetic field [34].

New attentions in the interplay of proximity-coupled S/F heterostructures at low

temperatures were initiated via emerging the superconducting spintronics [35–37].

The underlying idea behind investigating this field was to utilize charge, and spin

transports via creating a synergy between spin-polarized ordering and superconduc-

tivity [38], wishing that one could benefit from the manipulation of both currents

separately for possible future applications. One of the essential features which imply

a dramatic influence on the transport properties within low-power superconducting

spintronics in S/F hybrids is the creation of the equal-spin triplet orderings. Accord-

ing to the Usadel theory, the length LS at which the superconducting condensates

suppress within a dirty ferromagnet scales ∼ ξF =
√
~D/2Hex, where ξF is the coher-

4The electrons with different spins belong to different energy bands, and we could consider the
energy shift of these bands as an exchange field acting on the electrons’ spins [25].
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ence length in the F, and Hex is the exchange field. For most of standard ferromagnets

and alloys, LS is of the order of a few (1 − 10) nanometers [39]; however, multiple

observations verified that the surviving range for the superconducting correlations at

S/F interfaces are much larger and actually analogous to ξN ∼
√
D/T , the coherence

length of a N [40–44], where T stands for temperature. To understand the long-range

PE mentioned above, one has to note that the (sufficiently strong) exchange-splitting

field breaks the opposite-spin pairs of electrons apart—by attempting to align the

spins of electrons of a Cooper pair parallelly—destroying the superconductivity, and

thereby its condensate decays fast into F region, making the penetration depth of

the conventional PE quite short-ranged. However, spin-flip processes at the interface

of a conventional singlet pair S with certain inhomogeneous magnetic textures could

lead to the creation of equal-spin triplet pairs [25, 45, 46] which are immune to the

exchange interaction and can spread in F over two orders of magnitude larger than

the penetration distance of the singlet pairs [47]. The provision and manipulation

of equal-spin triplet pairs are notably tricky due to their elusive nature, to this end,

chapter 3 is devoted to the timely issue of generation, control, and detection of them

in proximity-coupled S/F systems.

Another remarkable discovery in the context of the superconducting spintronics

properties of S/F hybrid-structures in recent years was the creation of a sizable spin-

dependent thermoelectric (TE) effect [48–54] via lifting the spin degeneracy of the S

DOS. In conventional solid-state materials, the charge conductance G and thermal

conductance Gth obey the Wiedemann–Franz law, i.e., Gth/G = LT , where L =

(π2k2
B/3e

2) is the proportionality constant or the Lorenz number. Moreover, according

to the Mott formula, the Seebeck coefficient (or the thermopower) relates to the G

as [55]

S =
π2

3

(
k2
BT

e

)(
∂ lnG

∂ε

)
. (1.1)

These constraints together, result in a very poor TE performance 5 of conventional

metallic structures since it is difficult to increase G and S without also increasing

Gth (and vice versa) [56], and therefore semiconductors are used in the preparation of

most traditional TE devices. Since there is an energy gap in the excitation spectrum of

the semiconductors, their electronic structure looks similar to superconductors. The

gap in semiconductors can be shifted respecting the average electron energy, however,

since the energy gap in the S is symmetric—regarding positive and negative energies—

5It is evaluated via the figure of merit, ZT = S2GT/Gth, as the benchmark of TE conversion
efficiency.
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TE effect from positive-energy charge carriers (electrons) cancels the effect from the

negative ones (holes) [51]. As it has been shown recently, this spin-dependent electron-

hole symmetry could be broken via putting the S in the proximity of a ferromagnetic

insulator [50], or via applying an external magnetic field with a spin filter [51] which

results in a spin-polarized conductance and thereby giant thermoelectricity through

the junction [57] which we will further investigate in chapter 4.

So far, inducing a spin-splitting field in an adjacent S have usually been achieved

via employing ferromagnets, both in experiment and theory. However, the use of ferro-

magnets in these designs is marred with several detrimental and parasitic effects—e.g.,

stray magnetic fields, low-energy magnonic excitations [58, 59], and the Chandrasekhar-

Clogston (CC)-limited ultra-low-temperature degradation of the TE response [60]—

which sharply limits the practical feasibility of the system. In chapter 4 we will

discuss a promising prediction towards reducing the necessary spin-splitting in S/F

heterostructures, which might also be useful to avoid the mentioned detrimental ef-

fects. Moreover, we will explain via a detailed derivation of the self-energy in chapter 5

that one could as well utilize an antiferromagnet with an uncompensated interface,

i.e., containing finite surface magnetization [61–63], alternately to an F to induce

spin-splitting in the adjacent S and overcome these effects [64].

1.3 Objective and thesis organization

In this dissertation, we want to present a variety of interesting and still not investigated

effects that arise due to PE in structures combining superconductors with magnetic

materials (ferro and antiferromagnets), named magnetic superconducting heterostruc-

tures. To help the reader grasp the primary motivation and results as efficiently as

possible, we organize the thesis by the logical order of the published materials over

the chronological order, as presented within chapters 3, 4, and 5.

The content of the dissertation is as follows.

• Chapter 2 introduces a brief review of the theoretical frameworks implemented

throughout this thesis, which are necessary to describe the proximity-coupled

hybrid structures containing superconductors.

• Remarkably, the spectroscopic evidence of equal-spin triplet correlations in an

Al/EuS structure was recently reported by Diesch et al. [65]. In chapter 3, we go

a step further, demonstrating that minimal setup of a four-terminal proximity-

coupled S/F-hybrid, consisting of a central island interfaced by two supercon-
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ductors and two ferromagnets in the diffusive limit, indeed, facilitate the gener-

ation, control, and detection of spin-triplet Cooper pairs [66]. Implementing the

currents conservation within the finite-element semi-classical circuit theory, the

chapter explains that as a result of inducing triplet pair correlations, the relative

magnetization angle qualifies for voltages exceeding the superconducting gap as

a control knob for spin and electron currents. In particular, we highlight the

main feature of our proposed setup, which is introducing a detection scheme of

equal-spin triplet correlations based on standard charge current measurements

and show that they establish a tunable spin current flow into the ferromagnets.

• Chapter 4 is motivated and builds on the recently found sizable TE effects

in magnetic superconducting heterostructures. Considering a tunnel structure

formed by a thin insulating layer sandwiched between a spin-split superconduct-

ing film–that, on the other hand, is induced due to the spin-splitting field—and a

ferromagnetic metal, we discuss that how the TE effects are modified in response

to the coherent spin-flip scattering inside the S. Incorporating spin-flip and in-

coherent broadening self-consistently within the semi-classical Green function

description of the S, via a numerical model, we find that the TE performance

will indeed, drastically enhance in the experimentally relevant low-field and -

temperature regime. Two main results of the chapter, which are essential for

applications in the low-temperature regime; the maximum of Seebeck coefficient

will exceed kB/e by a factor of ≈ 5, and a sizeable figure of merit of ZT & 1 is

achievable [60].

• In chapter 5 we pay special attention to the feasibility of employing insulating

antiferromagnets or ferrimagnets for a magnetic proximity effect in an adjacent

(thin) S. The main result for the chapter is that antiferromagnet/superconducting

systems can, indeed, be used to induce a spin-splitting in the S than ferromag-

nets or applied magnetic fields, even in the presence of the interfacial disorder.

This allows us to eliminate the detrimental, and parasitic effects of ferromagnets

employed to this end and constitutes a significant step towards realizing several

concepts and devices involving spin-split superconductors [64]. In addition to

their fundamental physics importance, the results presented in this chapter have

high relevance for the recently invigorated fields of antiferromagnetic spintronics

as well as spin-triplet superconductors.

• There are detailed summaries at the end of each chapter; however, we will end

the dissertation with the main conclusion in chapter 6. In appendix A, there
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will be an extension to chapter 3 with two examples that could be solved ana-

lytically via the quantum circuit theory. First, Sec. A.1.1 addresses the results

for a regime in a four-terminal S/F system, in which we can drive a straightfor-

ward expression for the local DOS. Second, Sec. A.1.2 will study the transport

properties of a simple FNF system with arbitrary magnetizations alignment on

the F leads. To complete the story regarding the TE performance of the system

studied in chapter 4, in appendix B, we will discuss the effect of a larger inhomo-

geneous broadening on the achievable maximum Seebeck coefficient. Moreover,

appendix C includes technical notes and a detailed derivation of the self-energy,

and the conventions followed for expressing the Green functions in the frequency

and momentum representation which complement the results of chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical fundamentals

One of the main reasons the BCS model grew into such a prominent theory in under-

standing superconductivity was due to its formulation in terms of the full microscopic

Green functions 1 by Gor’kov [67], where he introduced a set of coupled equations for

their time-evolution [68].

The Gor’kov’s coupled equations are quite difficult to solve; however, it turned

out they can get remarkably simplified via integrating the Green function over the

energy within the so-called quasi-classical approximation. By relying on the fact

that the superconducting phenomena deal with the energy scales much less than the

Fermi energy and thereby focusing only on a low-energy regime (on mesoscopic length

scale), Larkin-Ovchinnikov [69], and Eilenberger [70] were able to develop transport-

like equations for a set of Green functions associated to Gor’kov’s Green functions [67].

The quasiparticle motion is treated classically within the quasi-classical approach;

however, the particle-hole and the spin degrees of freedom are addressed quantum

mechanically [71].

Additionally, the method extended for the dirty case as a limiting case of the

Eilenberger’s equation [72]. Usadel noticed that in the diffusive limit, the Larkin-

Ovchinnikov-Eilenberger Green functions are almost isotropic in space, and thereby

he further simplified the general equations by utilizing this condition to explain the

diffusive transport of the Cooper pairs [68].

A disadvantage of the quasi-classical approach is that in order to achieve a unique

physical solution, one needs to supplement the transport-like equation for interfaces

of heterostructures—a first-order matrix differential equation for the quasi-classical

1One of the well-established mathematical techniques for the theoretical study of problems in
condensed matter and many-body physics.

11
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propagator—with proper boundary conditions [71]. To lift the technical difficulties of

the quasi-classical approximation 2 and thereby enhance its feasibility, the interfaces

of arbitrarily complex structures in a discretized version of the Usadel equation, can

be treated in a systematic way via simplified boundary conditions within the so-called

“quantum circuit theory” [74–76] which builds on top of the quasi-classical Green

function. In this theory, which is analogous to that of classic electric circuits, a meso-

scopic layout is separated into easily characterisable units, e.g., terminals, connectors,

and finite-element nodes, where the only difference between them is that we know a

priori the equilibrium Green functions in the terminals and yet it has to be determined

on the node [77]. This method has been developed individually for S/N [75], F/N [78],

and subsequently applied to S/F heterostructures [79–83].

This chapter—which follows most closely textbooks by J. Rammer [84], Y. Nazarov,

and Y. Blanter [85], a section by V. Chandrasekhar in [86], and Refs. [74, 75, 87, 88]—

is meant to present a summary of the main theoretical concepts which are essential to

understand and characterize the physics of the magnetic superconducting heterostruc-

tures investigated in the following chapters.

2.1 Green functions and the Gor’kov equations

The BCS Hamiltonian including a contact interaction for the attraction between elec-

trons [89]

H =

∫
d3r

(∑
σ

ψ̂†σ(r)h(r, t)ψ̂σ(r)− g

2

∑
σ 6=σ′

ψ̂†σ(r)ψ̂†σ′(r)ψ̂σ′(r)ψ̂σ(r)

)
(2.1)

where σ (σ′) is the spin index, h(r, t) = (∂r/i−|e|A/c)2/2m+u(r)−µ with u(r) being

the one-particle potential, g parametrizes the strength of Gorkov electron-phonon

coupling, and we have set ~ = 1. The energy relative to the chemical potential is

measured using −µ, and only in a region of the Debye energy of the Fermi surface,

there is nonzero interaction among the electrons [89].

The Heisenberg field operators read

ψσ(r, t) = exp (iHt)ψσ(r) exp (−iHt) , (2.2)

ψ†σ(r, t) = exp (iHt)ψ†σ(r) exp (−iHt) , (2.3)

2Although the convenient method to handle the nonequilibrium transport in diffusive proximity
nanostructures is the quasi-classical Keldysh Green function, it is technically a complicated task [73].
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which obey the usual anticommutation relations{
ψσ (r, t) , ψ†σ′

(
r′, t′

)}
= δσσ′δ

(
r − r′

)
δ
(
t− t′

)
, (2.4){

ψσ (r, t) , ψσ′
(
r′, t′

)}
=
{
ψ†σ (r, t) , ψ†σ′

(
r′, t′

)}
= 0, (2.5)

and equation of motions for ψα(r, t) via employing the time dependence relation as

i∂tψσ(r, t) = [ψσ(r, t), H] read:

i∂tψσ(r, t) = h(r, t)ψσ(r, t)− g
∑
σ′

ψ†σ′(r, t)ψσ′(r, t)ψσ(r, t), (2.6)

Taking its complex conjugate will results in

i∂tψ
†
σ(r, t) = −h(r, t)ψ†σ(r, t) + g

∑
σ′

ψ†σ(r, t)ψ†σ′(r, t)ψσ′(r, t). (2.7)

Using the pseudo-spinors in particle-hole (Nambu) space of the form Ψ† =
(
ψ†, ψ

)
,

where ψ† (ψ) is the electron creation (annihilation) field operator, the so-called contour-

ordered Green function reads

G(r, t; r′, t′) ≡ −i
〈
T̂cΨ(r, t)Ψ†(r′, t′)

〉
=− i

〈T̂cψ↑(r, t)ψ†↑(r′, t′)〉 〈
T̂cψ↑(r, t)ψ↓(r

′, t′)
〉〈

T̂cψ
†
↓(r, t)ψ

†
↑(r
′, t′)

〉 〈
T̂cψ

†
↓(r, t)ψ↓(r

′, t′)
〉=

(
G(r, t; r′, t′) F (r, t; r′, t′)

F̃ (r, t; r′, t′) G̃(r, t; r′, t′)

)
(2.8)

where 〈. . .〉 stands for an average over a statistical ensemble [90]. Here, T̂c is the

contour-ordering operator, G is the normal Green function, and F is the anomalous

part which measures pair correlations in the superconducting state; with F̃ (r, t; r′, t′) =

F †(r′, t′; r, t).

We will employ i∂t on each component of the Nambu Green function in Eq.(2.8)

and to make it more convenient we define representers 1 and 1′ instead of the coor-

dinate sets (r, t) and (r′, t′), respectively. As a result, the Gor’kov coupled equations

are: (
i∂t − h(1) ∆(1)

−∆∗(1) −i∂t − h∗(1)

)
G(1, 1′) = δ(r − r′)δ(t− t′) = δ(1− 1′), (2.9)

where, the superconducting order parameter ∆ (∆∗) will get the following self-consistent
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form utilizing the anomalous Green function F (F †) :

∆(1) = g 〈ψ↑(1)ψ↓(1)〉 = −ig lim
1′→1

F (1, 1′), (2.10)

∆∗(1) = ig lim
1′→1

F †(1, 1′). (2.11)

To this point, we have disregarded the effects of impurity scatterings in the deriva-

tion of the Gor’kov matrix Eqs. (2.9). In general, as we will show in the next section,

the corresponding contributions could be taken into account within a self-energy term.

2.2 Perturbation theory: Self-energy

The self-energy term Σ in general, includes external fields [91] and possible impurity

scattering processes—e.g., elastic spin-flip or spin-orbit and inelastic electron-electron

and electron-phonon scattering [57]. Incorporating the diagram in Fiq. 2.1, we may

treat the interactions in a perturbation picture, and thereby complement the free

(non-interacting) Green function with the present self-energies in the system. As a

result, the total Green function of the system can be expressed as:

G = G0 +G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0

+G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0

+G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0

+ ..., (2.12)

where, by some iteration, we obtain the following equation for G(1, 1′), namely the

matrix Dyson equation

G = G0 +G0 ⊗ Σ⊗G0, (2.13)

or

G−1 = G−1
0 − Σ, (2.14)

here, ⊗ implies matrix multiplication in the spatial and contour time variables [87].

Furthermore, we could iterate the Eq. (2.12) from the other side and write down

equivalently the Eq. (2.13) as G = G0+G⊗Σ⊗G0. These two equations are repetitive

in equilibrium since Fourier transformation turns the time convolutions into simple

products for which the order of factors is irrelevant. However, they contain different
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Figure 2.1: The diagram representation of the possible interactions of the electrons
with their surroundings, namely the self-energy Σ, adapted from Ref. [84]. The self-
energy parts are joined with the rest via two free particle Green function G0 lines.

information in a non-equilibrium state, and thereby subtracting them is a useful way

of expressing the out of equilibrium dynamics [87].

G0 obeys the equation of motion

(G−1
0 ⊗G0)(1, 1′) = δ(1− 1′) = (G0 ⊗G−1

0 )(1, 1′), (2.15)

where, the inverse free Green function G−1
0 (1, 1′) = G−1

0 (1)δ(1 − 1′) and G−1
0 (1) =

iτ3∂t − h(1). Operating the inversed free Green function from left-side on the Dyson

equation (Eq. (2.12)), we obtain

(G−1
0 −∆− Σ)⊗G = δ(1− 1′), (2.16)

likewise, if we do the same from the right side, the conjugated Gor’kov-Dyson equation

reads

G⊗ (G−1
0 −∆− Σ) = δ(1− 1′), (2.17)
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and, the pair potential is given by exploiting the part of electron-phonon self-energy

which is responsible for superconductivity [88]

∆(1, 1′) =

[(
∆(1)−∆∗(1)

)
2

τx +
i
(
∆(1) + ∆∗(1)

)
2

τy

]
δ(1− 1′), (2.18)

here, τ i represents the i-th 2× 2 Pauli matrix in particle-hole space.

2.2.1 Keldysh Green function

To generalize the Gor’kov-Dyson Eq. (2.16) and its conjugate (2.16), we will implement

the Keldysh technique which allows us to describe many-body systems out of thermal

equilibrium [88]. We take the contour-ordered Nambu Green function in Eq. (2.8) and

label it from here on as G (r, t; r′, t′) → G11 (1, 1′) = −i
〈
T̂Ψ(1)Ψ†(1′)

〉
, where T̂ is

the forward (ordinary) time-ordering operator, and G11 (1, 1′) denotes the case when

both t and t′ are along the forward-in-time cotour [87] (upper branch of the Keldysh

contour)—indicated via the superscript 1. The other components in terms of average

values of Heisenberg operators are the greater Green function

G12(1, 1′) = i
〈

Ψ†(1′)Ψ(1)
〉

= G>(1, 1′), (2.19)

the lesser G

G21(1, 1′) = −i
〈

Ψ(1)Ψ†(1′)
〉

= G<(1, 1′), (2.20)

and

G22(1, 1′) = −i
〈

ˆ̃TΨ(1)Ψ†(1′)
〉
. (2.21)

Both time coordinates t and t′ are on the backward-in-time contour (lower branch) 3

for G22, and ˆ̃T indicates backward (anti-) time-ordering operator [87]. The greater

and lesser Green functions are related through the retarded, advanced

GR(1, 1′) = θ(t− t′)
[
G<(1, 1′)−G>(1, 1′)

]
,

GA(1, 1′) = −θ(t′ − t)
[
G<(1, 1′)−G>(1, 1′)

]
, (2.22)

3labeld as superscript 2
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and the Keldysh Green functions

GK(1, 1′) = G<(1, 1′) +G>(1, 1′). (2.23)

The four components of the full Green function in keldysh spcae

Ĝ(1, 1′) =

(
G11(1, 1′) G12(1, 1′)

G21(1, 1′) G22(1, 1′)

)
, (2.24)

are linearly related via equations of the form G11 + G22 = G12 + G21. One can

therefore perform a transformation to set one of the matrix components to zero [86];

employing a transformation in Keldysh space Ĝ ≡ τ̂zĜ, a rotation as Ĝ → L̂ĜL̂†

where L̂ = (14 − iτ̂y)/
√

2, and finally implementing [87]

GR(1, 1′) = G11(1, 1′)−G12(1, 1′) = G21(1, 1′)−G22(1, 1′), (2.25)

GA(1, 1′) = G11(1, 1′)−G21(1, 1′) = G12(1, 1′)−G22(1, 1′), (2.26)

GK(1, 1′) = G21(1, 1′) +G12(1, 1′) = G11(1, 1′) +G22(1, 1′), (2.27)

the resulting 4× 4 Nambu-Keldysh matrices will have the forms

Ĝ =

(
GR GK

02 GA

)
, Σ̂ =

(
ΣR ΣK

02 ΣA

)
, (2.28)

where, the Green function in terms of its spin matrix elements G and F of the quasi-

classical Green function, and their associated particle-hole conjugates (G̃, F̃ ) takes

the form [92]

GR,A =

(
GR,A FR,A

−F̃R,A −G̃R,A

)
, GK =

(
GK FK

F̃K G̃K

)
. (2.29)

Lastly, using Eq. (2.28) and defining block-diagonal matrices τ̂i = diag (τ i, τ i),

∆̂ = diag (∆,∆), and Ĝ−1
0 = diag

(
G−1

0 , G−1
0

)
we could derive the same Gor’kov

equation as Eq. (2.16) ( (2.17)) in the non-equilibrium Keldysh formalism. Note that,

since overall this thesis we are mostly interested in the properties of S/F-hybrids, we

must replace the G and F elements in the Eq. (2.29) with 2× 2 spin matrices:

g =

(
g↑↑ g↑↓

g↓↑ g↓↓

)
, (2.30)
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enabling us to parametrize the S correlations inside the F [92]. This process results

in Ĝ→ Ǧ, now corresponding to an 8× 8 Keldysh⊗Nambu⊗spin matrix.

2.3 Quasi-classical Green functions

In this section, we will introduce a powerful tool to treat non-equilibrium supercon-

ducting systems. Substracting the Gor’kov-Dyson equation of motion (Eq. (2.16)) and

its conjugate (Eq. (2.17)) in the non-equilibrium Keldysh formalism, we obtain[
Ĝ−1

0 − ∆̂− Σ̂, Ĝ
]

= 04. (2.31)

Since this equation depends on two coordinates, it is quite tricky to solve it. On the

other hand, the full Ĝ oscillates quickly as a function of |r − r′| [88] on the scale of

Fermi wavelength and thereby holds information at length scales much shorter than

those we are interested [93]. The way around this is switching from the coordinates

(r, t) and (r′, t′) to the centeral (R, T ) and relative coordinates (r, t) defined as

r = R+ r/2, r′ = R− r/2,
t = T + t/2, t′ = T − t/2, (2.32)

where,

Ĝ(1, 1′)→ Ĝ(R+ r/2,R− r/2, T + t/2, T − t/2) (2.33)

and then Fourier transformation of it with respect to r and t, in Wigner representation

will be

Ĝ(R, T ; r, t) =

∫
dpdε exp(−iεt) exp(ip · r)Ĝ(R, T ;p, ε), (2.34)

with the quasiparticle energy ε. The quasi-classical Green functions are then defined

via integrating overt the Gor’kov Green function as

ĝ(R, T ; p, ε) =
i

π

∫ ∞
−∞

dξĜ(R, T ;p, ε), (2.35)

with a normalization constraint for ĝ(R, T ;p, ε) as ĝ2(R, T ;p, ε) = 14
4. In order to

capture the low-energy behavior of the electron Green functions, we have employed

4The symbol 0n (1n) labels the zero (identity) matrix in n× n dimensions.
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the ξ-integration to exploit its pronounced peak around the Fermi momentum pF ,

where ξ = vF(p− pF) is the energy measured respecting the Fermi level [93] with vF

being the Fermi velocity. With the assumption that the self-energy depends weakly

on ξ and thereby one could set ξ = 0 in it [94].

The Eilenberger equation of motion for the quasi-classical Green functions [70]

read

i∂T {τ̂z, ĝ}+ ivF · ∂R ĝ + ε
[
τ̂z − ∆̂, ĝ

]
−
[
Σ̂, ĝ

]
= 04, (2.36)

where, Σ̂ denotes the elastic scattering self-energy. If we are interested only in sta-

tionary problems, Eq. (2.36) then will be simplified to the following form[
ετ̂z − ∆̂− Σ̂, ĝ

]
+ ivF · ∂R ĝ = 04. (2.37)

Now that we have derived the Eilenberger quasi-classical Keldysh Green function,

the physical observables which we are interested in, e.g., the electric and thermal

current densities will have the form [86]

j(R, T ) = −eN0

4

∫ ∞
−∞

dε

∫
dΩp

4π
vF tr

[
τ zg

K(R, T ;p, ε)
]
, (2.38)

jth(R, T ) = −N0

4

∫ ∞
−∞

dε

∫
dΩp

4π
ε vF tr

[
12g

K(R, T ;p, ε)
]
, (2.39)

with dΩp solid angle in momentum space spanning the Fermi surface, and N0 =

m2|vF |/2π2 is the single-particle DOS at the Fermi energy.

2.3.1 Usadel equation

The Usadel equation assumes that the Fermi energy is considerably higher than any

other energy scale involved in the system, and fermions govern the essential physics at

Fermi level [95]. Moreover, the superconducting material usually has strong impurity

scattering—the impurity scattering rate (1/τ) is much larger than any other energy (ε,

∆) [86] except for the Fermi energy. In this limit, referred to as the diffusive “dirty”

limit, due to the strong elastic scattering, the transport of quasiparticles is diffusive

rather than ballistic; thus the Green functions can be treated as nearly isotropic, and

we can expand them linearly in spherical harmonics as [86, 88]

ĝ = ĝs + p̂ · ĝp (2.40)
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the subscripts indicate s- and p-wave components, and ĝp � ĝs. Similarily, for the

self-energy

Σ̂ = Σ̂s + p̂ · Σ̂p, (2.41)

where, p̂ is a vector of unit magnitude in the direction of momentum, however, both

isotropic and correlation terms ĝs, ĝp (and Σ̂s, Σ̂p) do not depend on its direction.

Implementing the normalization constraints ĝ2
s = 14 and thereby ĝsĝp+ ĝpĝs = 0 [86],

inserting Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41) into the Eilenberger equation ((2.37)), and replacing

vF with vFp̂, we obtain[
ετ̂z − ∆̂− Σ̂s, ĝs

]
+ ivF(p̂ · p̂)∂R ĝp

+ p̂
[
ετ̂z − ∆̂− Σ̂s, ĝp

]
− p̂

[
Σ̂p, ĝs

]
+ ivFp̂ · ∂R ĝs = 04. (2.42)

Collecting all the terms which are even in p̂ (terms in the first line) and averaging

them in all directions of momentum[
ετ̂z − ∆̂, ĝs

]
+ i

vF

3
∂R ĝp = 04, (2.43)

and all the other terms which are odd in p̂ (terms proportional to it, the second line

in Eq. (2.42)) together[
ετ̂z − ∆̂, ĝp

]
− i

2τtr
[ĝp, ĝs] + ivF∂R ĝs = 04, (2.44)

where, the spin-dependent scattering is neglected [86]. The s- and p-wave components

of the self-energy matrix are Σ̂s = −(i/2τ)ĝs−(i/2τsf )τ̂z ĝsτ̂z
5, and Σ̂p = −(i/2)(1/τ−

1/τtr)ĝp
6, respectively. Here, τtr is the effective transport time, and 1/τsf is the spin-

flip scattering rate. Assuming strong elastic scattering, we can neglect the first term

in Eq. (2.44) respecting the third one, and thereby the second term will simplify to

i

τtr
ĝsĝp + ivF∂R ĝs = 04, (2.45)

In order to express ĝp in terms of ĝs, we will first introduce the elastic mean free

path as l = vFτtr, then multiply Eq. (2.45) from the left-side by ĝs while exploiting

the normalization relation which leads to ĝp = −lĝs∂R ĝs. Finally, inserting ĝp into

5with spin-flip scattering included
6Under the assumption that non-spin-flip impurity scattering is much stronger than the spin-flip

one, we consider only the contribution of the former for the p-wave component [86, 87].
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Eq. (2.43) results in a diffusion-like expression for ĝs, also known as the so-called

Usadel equation for dirty bulk-superconductors [72]

i∂T {τ̂z, ĝs}+
[
ετ̂z − ∆̂, ĝs

]
− iD∂R(ĝs∂R ĝs) = 04, (2.46)

with D = vFl/3 the diffusion coefficient. The fact that elastic scattering self-energy is

no more present in the equation of motion indicates the diffusive nature of the Usadel

equation.

The equilibrium properties could be described employing the diagonal compo-

nents of ĝs (gR,A
s

), however, the kinetic equation will be derived via the off-diagonal

term—the quasi-classical Keldysh-Usadel Green function (gK
s

). To this end, following

Eq. (2.38), the electric current density in the dirty limit [86]

j(R, T ) = −eN0

4

∫ ∞
−∞

dε

∫
dΩp

4π
vFp̂ tr

[
τ z(g

K
s

+ p̂ · ĝKp )
]
,

=
eN0D

4

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
τ z(gs∂R g

s
)K
]

=
eN0D

4

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
τ z(g

R
s
∂R gK

s
+ gK

s
∂R gA

s
)
]
, (2.47)

and in the same fashion as Eq. (2.39):

jth(R, T ) =
N0D

4

∫ ∞
−∞

dε ε tr
[
τ z(g

R
s
∂R gK

s
+ gK

s
∂R gA

s
)
]
. (2.48)

2.4 Quantum circuit theory

The so-called circuit theory allows studying quantum transport in arbitrarily com-

plex mesoscopic multi-terminals, where can be described by a set of discrete elements,

namely terminals, finite-volume nodes, and barriers [74, 75]. Connections to the exter-

nal voltage, temperatures, phases, or current sources are taking into account via the

help of the terminals, the overall layout is provided via nodes, and barriers represent

the connectors between nodes [96]. The nodes will contain matrix Green functions 7,

which will include the necessary boundary conditions supplementing the Usadel equa-

tion. The transport properties through each connector then will be characterized by

a matrix Green function current, where via exploiting a Kirchhoffs’ like rule on the

node, the sum of all these currents must vanish.

We will write down a drift-diffusion-like equation via expressing the Usadel equa-

7with satisfied normalization constraint Ǧ2c = 14
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tion for a generalized matrix current. Following Eq. (2.46) for the stationary case and

via defining Ê ≡ ετ̂z − ∆̂, we get

∂R · ĵ − ie2ν
[
Ê, ĝs

]
= 04, (2.49)

where, ĵ = −σĝs∂R ĝs is the matrix current, conductivity σ = e2νD, and ν the DOS

at the Fermi energy [85]. However, at non-zero energies, Eq. (2.49) indicates that

matrix current is not fully conserved (∂R · ĵ 6= 0). To overcome this problem and be

able to use the conservation laws, we can introduce an additional term, namely the

density of the “leakage” matrix current: ĵL = −ie2ν[Ê, ĝs]. Keeping this in mind,

integrating over Eq. (2.49) will lead [85]

04 ≡ Î + ÎL =

∫
dS(ĵ ·N) +

∫
dV ĵL, (2.50)

where, the first and second integrals are over a surface of the volume, and the volume,

respectively. The unit vector normal to the surface is indicated as N . Employing the

discretized Usadel equation (integrals in Eq. (2.50)) will lead to the conservation of

the total matrix current on the node which is reflected within the Kirchhoff’s rule

04 =
∑

k Îik + ÎL 8 and allows to develop a finite-element circuit theory employing

proper boundary conditions.

The next step after having discretized the structure would be to calculate the

Green function on the nodes. If we consider two nodes with the Green functions Ĝci

and Ĝck, the matrix current in the junction between them reads [75]

Îik = 2GQ
∑
n

T (i,k)
n

[
Ĝci, Ĝck

]
4 + T

(i,k)
n

(
{Ĝci, Ĝck} − 2

) , (2.51)

where this relation is for a spin-independent case and characterized via T
(i,k)
n ∈ [0, 1]

as a set of transmission eigenvalues with channel index n, and GQ = 2e2/h is the

conductance quantum. As a simplied version, we can consider a tunnel junction

structure where due to the small transmission eigenvalues, the current takes the form

Îik = GQ
∑

n T
(i,k)
n

[
Ĝci, Ĝck

]
/2 9. In general, one could rewrite the boundary condi-

8It’s summed over all the other nodes (k) which are connected to the node i, and L stands for
leakage.

9GT = GQ
∑
n T

(i,k)
n indicates the tunnel conductance of the junction
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tion in Eq. (2.51) as Îik =
[
Ĝci, L̂ik

]
, so the second Kirchhoff’s rule takes the form

04 ≡
[
Ĝci, Ĝi

]
=

[
Ĝci,

∑
k

L̂ik + L̂L

]
=

[
Ĝci,

∑
k

gikĜk − ie2νViÊ

]
, (2.52)

here, gik is the conductance of the terminal (or the barrier), and Ĝk is the correspond-

ing Green function. Since the nodes are finite-element, it means that there is a volume

(here, Vi for the node i) associated with them.

In the following chapter 3, we will implement the currents conservation within the

finite-element quasi-classical circuit theory and analyze spin-dependent quasiparticle

and Cooper-pair transport of a proximity-coupled S/F heterostructure.

Appendix A includes a comprehensive analytical calculation concerning the deriva-

tion of the physical observables using this technique.
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Chapter 3

Phase-controlled spin and charge

currents in S/F hybrids

The provision and manipulation of equal-spin triplet pairs are indispensable for low-

power spintronics, but arduous attainable due to their elusive nature. So far, equal-

spin triplets have been investigated in equilibrium configurations. We go a step fur-

ther and propose a setup that facilitates the generation, control, and detection of

spin-triplet Cooper pairs under non-equilibrium conditions. In particular, we offer a

detection scheme for equal-spin triplet correlations based on charge-current measure-

ments and show how to establish a tunable spin current into the ferromagnets.

Investigating spin-dependent quasiparticle and Cooper-pair transport through a

central node interfaced with two superconductors and two ferromagnets, we demon-

strate that voltage biasing of the ferromagnetic contacts induces superconducting

triplet correlations on the node and reverses the supercurrent flowing between the

two superconducting contacts. We further find that such triplet correlations can me-

diate tunable spin current flow into the ferromagnetic contacts. Our key finding is

that unequal spin-mixing conductances for the two interfaces with the ferromagnets

result in equal-spin triplet correlations on the node detectable via a net charge current

between the two magnets. Our proposed device thus enables generation, control, and

detection of the typically elusive equal-spin triplet Cooper pairs [66].

3.1 Introduction

Cooper-pairs from a superconductor (S) placed in the vicinity of a ferromagnet (F)

may diffuse into the latter, thus, modifying their electronic properties [17, 26, 97–99].

25
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Figure 3.1: (a) 4-terminal circuit consisting of two superconductors with phases
±ϕ/2 and gap ∆ (green bordered region), and two ferromagnets with relative magne-
tization angle θ (blue-bordered region), interfaced with a central node (yellow shaded
area). (b) The left (right) sketch of the central node illustrates a net spin current
injection into the superconductors (ferromagnets) due to (anti)parallel magnetization
of the ferromagnetic leads for εTh � ∆ and V & ∆/e in absence of the spin-mixing

conductances, Gφ1 = Gφ2 = 0. Singlet (mixed-triplet) correlations are indicated by en-

circled arrows containing a minus (plus) sign. (c) Finite spin-mixing, Gφ2 > 0, allows
the generation and detection of equal-spin triplet correlations (encircled arrows of the
same color) by measuring a net charge current between the ferromagnetic leads.

The engineering of this proximity effect in hybrid structures generated over the last

few years considerable interest in thermoelectricity [50, 51, 53, 54, 60, 100–105], spin

calorics [106, 107], and topological superconductivity [108–113]. Somehow unexpected

is that not only ferromagnets [57, 114–116] and antiferromagnetic insulators [64] can

cause spin imbalances into superconductors, but also normal metals [117] exploiting

that a superconductor itself may serve as a spin filter [118].

By sandwiching a normal metal or ferromagnet between two superconductors, one

can realize a Josephson junction featuring a current of Cooper-pairs between them,

which is characterized by the junctions’ free energy [119–121]. Its global minimum

determines the ground state of the system. While a ground state at zero phase differ-

ence indicates a Josephson current mediated by singlet Cooper-pairs, a shifted ground-

state about π—occurring in magnetic Josepshon junctions [42–44, 122–128]—signals

triplet superconductivity [24, 129, 130] manifesting in a reversed current phase rela-

tion (CPR) [131–133]. Such magnetic Josepshon junctions are interesting for quantum

computation [134–136] and cryogenic memories [137, 138].

Recently, the generation of equal-spin triplet pairs has been demonstrated in S/F

structures utilizing inhomogeneous magnetic fields [65], as initially predicted by Kadi-
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grobov [46] and Bergeret [45, 139] et al. Mixed-spin triplet pairs with a zero spin

projection on the z-axis, however, already arise for homogeneous magnetization. It is

the immunity of equal-spin triplet correlations against internal magnetic fields, which

causes long penetration length into ferromagnets compared to the ones of singlet and

mixed-triplet correlations [25, 140, 141]. This property of equal-spin triplet pairs

makes them particular attractive for low-power spintronics [35–37].

In this chapter, we study spin and charge transport in a four-terminal S/F system

consisting of two s-wave superconducting (n=S1, S2) and two ferromagnetic (n=F1, F2)

terminals with a common contact region, Fig. 3.1(a). Our key finding is that a voltage

applied to the two ferromagnetic leads in combination with noncollinear magnetiza-

tions can induce triplet superconducting correlations in the system and, therewith,

transitions in the CPR. We show that the relative magnetization angle θ qualifies for

voltages above the superconducting gap as a control knob for spin currents in the

ferromagnetic and superconducting contacts [Fig. 3.1(b)]. Finally, we highlight that

asymmetric spin-mixing conductances (e.g. Gφ1 = 0, Gφ2 > 0) can induce for non-

collinear magnetization, 0 < θ < π, but otherwise symmetric configuration, indeed, a

finite net charge current between the ferromagnetic contacts [Fig. 3.1(c)]. This effect

is attributed to the generation of equal-spin triplet correlations in the central node

and allows for their experimental detection and exploitation in a convenient manner.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we introduce the schematic

of the system under consideration and outline the theoretical framework employed to

describe the physical observables. The following Sec. 3.3 concerns with the different

energy scalings used in the chapter. Sec. 3.4 presents a discussion regarding 0–π-

transitions and tunable spin current, and Sec. 3.5 studies the effect of spin-mixing on

the equal-spin triplet correlations. We close the chapter with a summary of the results

in Sec. 3.6.

3.2 Method

We study diffusive transport, within a quasi-classical [69, 87, 88, 93, 94] circuit the-

ory [74, 75]. In this framework, hybrid structures are discretized as a network of

nodes, terminals, and connectors. Here, we map our system to a layout consisting

of a central node that is interfaced with two superconducting and two ferromagnetic

terminals via corresponding connectors, see Fig. 3.1(a). An additional leakage termi-

nal can account for losses of superconducting correlations. The Green function Ǧc of

the node, which is an 8× 8-matrix in Keldysh-Nambu-spin space, is here the central
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Figure 3.2: (a) Modulus of the net supercurrent IS as a function of the Thouless
energy εTh for different voltages V . The divergencies occurring for large voltages,
V & ∆/e, indicate 0–π-transitions. Parameters are θ = 0, ϕ = π/2, and Gφ1 = Gφ2 = 0.
The thin purple line indicates the corresponding critical current IC = maxϕ IS for
V & ∆/e. (b) Net supercurrent IS , and net spin currents IzS and IzF between the
superconducors/ferromagnets for θ = ϕ = π/2 and εTh � ∆. The inset shows the net
spin currents as function of θ for V = 1.2∆/e, as indicated by the horizontal dotted
line in panel (b).

quantity characterizing the transport properties. The conservation of the total matrix

current at this node, 08 =
∑

n Ǐn, together with the normalization condition Ǧ2
c = 18

determines Ǧc and, therewith, the individual matrix currents Ǐn ≡ [M̌n, Ǧc] between

terminal n ∈ {S1, S2, F1, F2,Leak} and the central node 1.

The superconducting contacts are characterized by the BCS bulk Green functions

(2/GS)M̌Sα = ǦSα with GS being the conductance of the corresponding connector to

the central node, and α = 1, 2. Its retarded/advanced component reads in the spinor

basis {Ψ†↑,Ψ
†
↓,Ψ↓,−Ψ↑} [50, 100]

ĜR,ASα =
± sgn(ε)√

(ε± iδ)2 − |∆α|2

(
±iΓ + ε ∆α

−∆∗α ∓iΓ− ε

)
⊗ 12, (3.1)

whereby ∆α ≡ ∆ exp[±iϕ/2] denotes the superconducting gap with phase difference

ϕ across the junction. A small imaginary component in the denominator of Eq. (3.1)

(here δ = 10−3∆) accounts for a finite lifetime ~/δ of the quasiparticles, with energy ε,

smearing out the superconducting gap [142]. The ferromagnetic contacts are governed

1The symbol 0n (1n) labels the zero (identity) matrix in n×n dimensions, and the superscript ˆ. . .
( ˇ. . .) indicates the Nambu⊗spin (Keldysh⊗Nambu⊗spin) space of dimension 4× 4 (8× 8).
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by M̌Fα = (GN/2)[(18 + Pκ̌α)ǦF − iGφακ̌α] with GN (Gφα) being the normal (spin-

mixing) conductances of the corresponding connectors. P denotes the contact spin

polarization, and κ̌α = 12 ⊗ σz ⊗ (mα · σ) is the spin matrix which is diagonal in

Keldysh space. In the last expression, σ = {σx, σy, σz} labels the vector of Pauli

matrices and mα is the magnetization vector corresponding to the ferromagnet Fα.

Here, we fix m1 = (0, 0, 1) in z-direction and consider m2 = (sin θ, 0, cos θ) tilted by

an arbitrary angle θ. We further consider fully polarized ferromagnetic contacts, i.e.

P = 1. The retarded/advanced component of the ferromagnetic Green function is

given by ĜR,AF = ±σz ⊗ 12. Finally, the leakage terminal is described by M̌Leak =

−iGS(ε/εTh)12 ⊗ σz ⊗ 12 with εTh being the Thouless energy.

The Keldysh component of the S and F Green functions follows from ĜKn =

ĜRn ĥn−ĥnĜAn with the distribution function ĥn = diag(tanh[(ε−eVn)/2kBT ], tanh[(ε+

eVn)/2kBT ]) ⊗ 12. Hereafter, we assume all contacts at zero temperature, kBT = 0,

the superconductors at zero (reference) voltage, VS1 = VS2 = 0, equally biased ferro-

magnetic contacts, V ≡ VF1 = VF2, and equal conductances GS = GN .

The Keldysh component of the matrix currents Ǐn leads to the charge currents

In =
1

8e

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
(σz ⊗ 12)ÎKn (ε)

]
, (3.2)

and the z-polarized spin currents

Izn =
~

16e2

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
(12 ⊗ σz)ÎKn (ε)

]
(3.3)

[75, 143–145], see Fig. A.4 for more technical details. In particular, we will analyze

the charge, IX = IX1 − IX2, and spin net current, IzX = IzX1 − IzX2 between the

superconductors/ferromagnets (X = S, F ). The matrix elements f = 〈Ψs|ĜKc |Ψs′〉

f =

(
fss′ −fss
fs′s′ −fs′s

)
, (3.4)

with s, s′ =↑, ↓ contain the spectral information about spin-pair correlations in nonequi-

librium. Here, we consider the integrated quantities over positive energies ε > 0

(triplet correlations are odd in ε), to quantify singlet, FS =
∫
dε (f↑↓ − f↓↑)/

√
2,

mixed-spin triplet, FT0 =
∫
dε (f↑↓ + f↓↑)/

√
2, and equal-spin triplet correlations

FTs =
∫
dε fss.
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Figure 3.3: The net supercurrent IS dependence on the relative magnetization angle
from parallel (θ = 0) to antiparallel (θ = π) alignment. (a) and (b) are calculated
fo the large-island εTh � ∆, and small-island εTh � ∆ regimes, respectively. The
spin-mixing is set to zero Gφ1 = Gφ2 = 0, and we have considered the voltages exceeding
the superconducting gap, V & ∆/e. The inset in (a), plotted for ϕ = π/2, indicates
the sharp 0–π-transitions of the CPR appearing for very low θ.

3.3 Scaling

Before analyzing the interplay between Cooper-pair and quasiparticle transport, let us

recall that in equilibrium, only a Josephson current Ieq
S = IC sinϕ may flow between

both s-wave superconductors, which has a purely sinusoidal CPR—all other currents

require quasiparticle excitations. Depending on the effective size L of the central

node, the Josephson current scales in the diffusive regime for εTh � ∆ (large-island)

with the Thouless energy εTh ≡ ~D/L2, where D is the diffusion constant [see black

solid line in Fig. 3.2(a)]. For εTh � ∆ (small-island), however, it is characterized

by the superconducting gap ∆ [121]. While the superconducting condensate is in

equilibrium entirely formed by spin-singlet Cooper-pairs, finite voltages may cause

triplet correlations in the system. They can lead for voltages below the gap [dashed

line in Fig. 3.2(a)] to a reduction of the Josephson current—here, we consider parallel

collinear magnetization. For voltages above the gap and intermediate values of the

Thouless energy εTh, such triplet correlations can even induce current reversals in

the Josephson current IS . In Fig. 3.2(a), showing the modulus of IS on a double

logarithmic scale, these zero-crossings (at which the logarithm diverges) result in the

two sharp dips of the dash-dotted curve. Also the corresponding critical current

IC = maxϕ IS [purple line in Fig. 3.2(a)] indicates with the kinks the presence of
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Figure 3.4: (a) Net charge IS , IF , and net spin currents IzS , IzF , as a function of

θ for εTh � ∆, ϕ = π/2, V = 2∆/e, Gφ1 = 0, and Gφ2 = 2GN . (b) Modulus of
the spin-singlet, FS , and the spin-triplet pairing functions FT0, FT↑, FT↓. Notice,

the finite spin-mixing conductance Gφ2 induces a net charge current IF (left panel)
following the curve progression of the equal-spin triplet correlations, thus, making
them experimentally attainable by standard current measurements [see Fig. 3.1(c) for
θ ≈ 0.3π, where |FT↓| < |FT↑|].

triplet correlations.

For Thouless energies much smaller (larger) than the superconducting gap, the

corresponding net supercurrent always stays positive and is dominated by spin-singlet

correlations. We show in the following that applied voltages in combination with non-

parallel magnetization, θ 6= 0, can induce triplet correlations and transitions in the

CPR also in the regimes εTh � ∆ and εTh � ∆.

3.4 Phase transitions and spin current control

First, let us consider the large-island regime, εTh � ∆, where the Cooper-pair trans-

port is characterized by the Thouless energy, i.e., IS , I
z
S ∝ εTh. While the net

current between both superconductors follows in equilibrium the usual sinusoidal

CPR, IS ∝ sinϕ, non-equilibrium in combination with non-collinear magnetization,

0 < θ < π, can induce 0–π-transitions for voltages V > 0 below the gap ∆, due

to mixed-spin triplet correlations [solid black line in Fig. 3.2(b)]. Above the gap,

quasiparticle transport sets in, and IS saturates. In this regime, a finite net spin

current IzF ∝ V (red dot-dashed line) emerges between the ferromagnetic contacts for

a nonzero magnetization angle, irrespective of ϕ. For the chosen symmetric configu-
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ration, however, no corresponding net charge current IF flows.

A special feature of our setup is the occurrence of a finite net spin current IzS
between both superconductors (blue dashed line) for voltages V & ∆/e. This effect

is maximal for parallel magnetization, θ = 0, as can be seen in the inset, for which

only mixed-triplet and singlet correlations are present. It vanishes for antiparallel

orientation, θ = π, where no triplet correlations arise, and when the Josephson phase

ϕ is a multiple of π. Notice that IzS is antisymmetric in ϕ, and IzS as well as IzF
are symmetric in θ. While voltages V above the gap can trigger net spin currents

IzF and IzS , the magnetization angle θ can control their ratio (see inset), making the

proposed setup, thus, attractive for future applications. Similarily, θ can control the

0–π-transition of the net supercurrent above the gap, as depicted in Fig. 3.3(a).

3.5 Spin-mixing induced charge current

Let us now turn to the small-island regime, εTh � ∆, where losses of superconducting

coherences become irrelevant, and the Josephson transport is characterized by the

gap energy, i.e. IS , I
z
S ∝ ∆. Here, we find that non-antiparallel magnetization θ 6= π

can, indeed, induce triplet correlations for sufficiently large voltages, which results

in an asymmetric sinusoidal CPR. However, it cannot induce 0–π-transitions [see

Fig. 3.3(b)]. To cure this circumstance, we consider in the following finite spin-mixing

for voltages above the gap. Indeed, figure 3.4(a) indicates that the system is for parallel

magnetization, θ = 0, but finite spin-mixing Gφ2 > 0 in a π-phase featuring a negative

net supercurrent IS (solid black line). Roughly at θ = π/4, the CPR undergoes a

π–0-transition. Similar to the large-island regime [inset of Fig. 3.2(b)], a net spin

current IzF may flow between the ferromagnets [red dot-dashed line in Fig. 3.4(a)]

which is essentially unaffected by spin-mixing. The net spin current IzS between the

superconductors (dashed blue line), on the contrary, is apart from θ = 0 modified by

spin-mixing, and features a current reversal about θ = π/2.

Remarkable, the non-collinear magnetization in this system gives rise to equal-spin

triplet correlations |FT↑| and |FT↓|, see Fig. 3.4(b). A distinctive feature, however,

is that these equal-spin triplet correlations can induce a finite net charge current IF

into the ferromagnets [dotted green line in Fig. 3.4(a)] for asymmetric spin-mixing,

Gφ1 6= Gφ2 . Where this feature is attributed to the creation of an imbalance in the

ferromagnetic spin channels, see Fig. 3.1(c). This effect also persists for vanishing

Josephson phase ϕ. Under a mutual exchange of the spin-mixing conductances (Gφ1 ↔
Gφ2 ), the net charge current IF just inverts. An experimentally measurable charge
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current IF also serves in the large-island regime as a signature of equal-spin triplet

correlations. It features in this regime a similar curve progression, but scales instead

with εTh.

3.6 Conclusions

Spin-dependent quasiparticle and Cooper-pair transport have been analyzed in a

proximity-coupled multi-terminal S/F-heterostructure in non-equilibrium. We have

shown that 0–π-transitions can be induced in the CPR by biasing the ferromag-

netic contacts and bearing non-collinear magnetic moments, as long as the loss of

superconducting coherences is large, εTh � ∆. In this limit, voltages exceeding

the superconducting gap, V & ∆/e, trigger net spin currents into the ferromag-

nets/superconductors, which can be controlled by the relative magnetization angle θ.

The small-island regime, however, requires additionally finite spin-mixing to induce

CPR. The considered heterostructure qualifies as an ideal platform for the genera-

tion of triplet correlations of different spin projection, and as a voltage- and phase-

controlled switch for spin and electron currents. In particular, it constitutes a minimal

setup for generating, controlling, and detecting equal-spin triplet correlations by cur-

rent measurements.
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Chapter 4

Spin-flip enhanced

thermoelectricity in S/F bilayers

The purpose of this chapter is to study the effects of spin-splitting and spin-flip scat-

tering in a superconductor on the thermoelectric properties of a tunneling contact to

a metallic ferromagnet using the Green function method. A giant thermopower has

been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed in such structures. This is

attributed to the spin-dependent particle-hole asymmetry in the tunneling density of

states in the superconductor/ferromagnet heterostructure.

In particular, we evaluate the superconductor density of states and thermopower

for a range of temperature, Zeeman-splitting, and spin-flip scattering. In contrast to

the naive expectation based on the negative effect of spin-flip scattering on Cooper

pairing, we find that the spin-flip scattering strongly enhances the thermoelectric per-

formance of the system in the low-field and low-temperature regime due to a complex

interplay between the charge and spin conductances caused by the softening of the

spin-dependent superconducting gaps. The maximal value of the thermopower ex-

ceeds kB/e by a factor of ≈ 5 and has a nonmonotonic dependence on spin-splitting

and spin-flip rate [60].

4.1 Introduction

The field of thermoelectrics has drawn an enormous amount of interest in recent years,

driven by the goal of recovering unused heat and converting it into usable electricity.

The thermoelectric (TE) or Seebeck effect refers to the conversion of a temperature

difference (∆T ) across a system into the usable electrical potential (V ). The effect

35
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is quantified in terms of the so-called Seebeck coefficient S as S = −V/∆T . The

efficiency of a TE device is determined by the type of materials used in making the

device. Thus, a major focus of efforts towards addressing today’s energy challenge is

to find more efficient TE structures [146].

In a conductor, an applied temperature gradient drives the flow of electrons and

holes. These two contributions are in general unequal due to the density of states

(DOS) variations vs. quasiparticle energy giving rise to a net charge current. Under

open circuit conditions, the requirement of no net current flow leads to a charge

buildup that appears as a voltage called thermopower. However, the variation in

the DOS is typically very small and, consequently, the TE response is negligibly low.

Hence, achieving a strong variation in the DOS near the Fermi energy is the key to

enhancing TE effects in a system.

A superconductor (S) with spin-splitting breaks the spin-dependent electron-hole

symmetry. Its interface with a ferromagnet (F) results in a spin-polarized conduc-

tance leading to a large Seebeck effect. Following this principle, large spin-dependent

TE effects have been theoretically proposed [48–52, 100, 147, 148] and experimentally

demonstrated [53, 54, 102] in spin-split and -polarized superconducting tunnel con-

tacts [118]. Furthermore, TE properties in a variety of systems have been investigated

[149–151]. In most of the cases, the Zeeman-split superconducting heterostructures ex-

hibiting sizeable TE effects require a large externally applied magnetic field [53, 152].

A recent experiment [102] reported a large Seebeck coefficient employing the spin-

splitting field provided by the proximity to a ferromagnetic insulator, instead of an

applied magnetic field. The spin-orbit interaction has been found to reduce the TE

performance of such structures [57]. The usability of these devices as thermal detectors

has also been discussed [153].

Similar to the influence of the spin-orbit interaction [57], spin-flip scattering may

be expected to reduce the TE performance of such devices. This is because spin-flip

scattering is known to have a detrimental effect on superconductivity via breaking of

the Cooper pairs resulting in a reduction of the gap. One may assume a different

perspective and argue that the reduction of the superconducting gap might enable

quasiparticles at lower energies to contribute towards the Seebeck effect, thereby en-

hancing it. Thus, competing mechanisms are in play, and a clear winner may not

be ascertained apriori. Earlier works have investigated the influence of spin-flip on

the critical current [154] and critical temperature [154, 155], the spatial and energy

dependences of the DOS [20, 88, 156, 157], the anomalous Green function [92], and

quasiparticles distribution [158, 159] in a spin-split S.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of the investigated thin-film heterostructure. The
structure consists of a ferromagnet (top region in light-blue) coupled to a superconduc-
tor (the bottom region in green) through a thin insulating barrier (the black region in
the center). The quasiparticle DOS in the superconductor is modified by the presence
of a spin-splitting field which may be realized via either (a) proximity with a ferro-
magnetic insulator (FI) film (dark-blue region), or (b) an applied external magnetic
field (B). ∆T denotes the temperature gradient through the junction. The presence
of magnetic impurities inside the superconductor or scattering at its interface with
the magnetic insulator results in spin-flip processes.

In this chapter, we theoretically address the effect of spin-flip scattering on the See-

beck coefficient in such S/F bilayers. We find that spin-flip enhances the TE response

at low values of the spin-splitting. We incorporate spin-flip scattering and incoher-

ent broadening self-consistently within the quasi-classical description of S [72, 88].

The spin-flip scattering shifts the peaks of the DOS toward zero-energy [see Fig. 4.2]

thus reducing the gap and eventually leading to gapless superconductivity. We find

that spin-flip scattering suppresses (enhances) the Seebeck coefficient at large (low)

spin-splitting of the DOS. We find that the maximal Seebeck coefficient is relatively

insensitive to the spin-flip rate, while the value of spin-splitting at which this maxi-

mum is achieved is reduced by increasing the spin-flip rate. Thus, for weak spin-flip

scattering, its major effect is to decrease the spin-splitting required to achieve a large

Seebeck coefficient, corresponding to the reduction of the superconducting gap. How-

ever, the TE response is substantial even in the gapless regime and starts to diminish

rapidly as an increasing spin-flip rate destroys the superconductivity. We find an

analogous behavior of the figure of merit ZT .
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Figure 4.2: Self-consistently determined total [N0(ε) (left panel)] and spin-polarized
[Nz(ε) (right panel)] quasiparticle DOS. We employ Γsf = 0.3∆0, kBT/∆0 = 0.1
and incoherent broadening parameter δ = 10−3∆0. ∆0 is the superconducting pair
potential at T = 0, Hex = 0 and Γsf = 0.

We will organize this chapter as follows. In Sec. 4.2, we outline the model and

detailed theoretical framework employed to describe the TE effects in an S/F bilayer.

In the following Sec. 4.3, we present and discuss our findings regarding the dependence

of self-consistently calculated total and spin-polarized DOS (4.3.1), and Seebeck coef-

ficient (4.3.2) on the spin-flip scattering rate. We conclude by summarising our main

results in Sec. 4.4.

4.2 Model

We consider a ferromagnetic metal (F) coupled via a spin-polarized tunneling contact

to a spin-split superconductor (S) layer. A sketch of the device under consideration

has been shown in Fig. 4.1. The spin-splitting in S may be caused by proximity ef-

fect with a ferromagnetic insulator [79, 160–163] [Fig. 4.1(a)] or an applied magnetic

field (B) [152, 164] [Fig. 4.1(b)]. The spin-splitting field is oriented collinear to the

magnetization direction of F. The thickness of the superconducting film is assumed

smaller than the superconducting coherence length. To not affect each others equilib-

rium properties, the coupling between the two layers is assumed to be weak enough.

The exchange-splitting field Hex in the S layer acts on the spins of the electrons and

breaks the particle-hole symmetry in the spin-resolved DOS. Considering the drives

to be small, one can write TE coefficients in terms of the linear-response matrices.
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Adopting the notation of Ref. [51], we have for the charge Iq and energy Iε currents(
Iq

Iε

)
=

(
G Pα

Pα GthT

)(
V

∆T/T

)
, (4.1)

and for spin Is and ‘spin-energy’ Iεs currents flowing through the tunnel contact(
Is

Iεs

)
=

(
PG α

α PGthT

)(
V

∆T/T

)
, (4.2)

whereG, α, P , Gth, and T are the charge conductance, TE coefficient, spin-polarization

of the tunnel contact, thermal conductance, and the absolute temperature of the sys-

tem, respectively. The different coefficients may further be expressed in term of the

spin-resolved DOS: [51]

G = GT

∫ ∞
−∞

dεN0(ε)δT (ε) , (4.3a)

Gth =
GT
e2T

∫ ∞
−∞

dεN0(ε)ε2δT (ε) , (4.3b)

α =
GT
2e

∫ ∞
−∞

dεNz(ε)εδT (ε) . (4.3c)

Here, GT is the conductance of the junction in the normal state, ε is the quasiparticle

energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and δT (ε) ≡
[
4kBT cosh2 (ε/2kBT )

]−1
being

the normalized difference of the quasiparticle distributions functions of the F and S

expanded with respect to a small temperature difference ∆T across the junction. The

total and the spin-polarized DOS in S N0(ε) and Nz(ε), respectively, are defined as

N0(ε) =
(
N↑(ε) +N↓(ε)

)
/2 ,

Nz(ε) = N↑(ε)−N↓(ε) , (4.4)

where N↑(↓) is the DOS for spin-up (down) quasiparticles in S. These are evaluated

employing the quasi-classical Green function method, as described below.

The charge Seebeck coefficient describes the buildup of a TE voltage caused by a

temperature gradient throughout a material as induced by the Seebeck effect when

one opens the circuit and the net electric current vanishes such that Iq = 0 [51].

Employing Eqs. (4.3), the charge Seebeck coefficient is obtained as S = −Pα/(GT ).

Thus, an increase of the TE coefficient and a reduction of the charge conductance

are required to enhance the thermopower. It is crucial to note that a non-zero spin-
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Figure 4.3: Self-consistently determined Seebeck coefficient S normalized to PkB/e vs.
normalized spin-splitting field Hex/∆0. The curves are shown for different tempera-
tures kBT/∆0 = 0.1 (black solid line), 0.08 (purple dashed line), 0.06 (green dash-dot
line), 0.04 (blue long dash-dash) and 0.02 (orange dash-dot-dot). Γsf/∆0 = 10−3

and 0.3 for left and right panels, respectively. We have set the incoherent broad-
ening δ = 10−3∆0. The Seebeck coefficient increases with increasing the magnetic
field, approaches a maximum for a specific field and eventually drops to zero when
the exchange field has destroyed the superconductivity. The shaded region depicts
the exchange fields above the CC limit. Thus, the plotted results correspond to the
metastable superconducting state, while the true stable state is normal and corre-
sponds to vanishing thermoelectric response.

polarization of the interface is necessary to observe the TE phenomena in the present

system. From Eqs. (4.3), we see that the charge conductance is proportional to the

averaged tunneling DOS N0(ε). However, the TE coefficient is a function of the spin-

polarized DOS Nz(ε). In the system under investigation, the spin Seebeck effect[165–

170] is determined by the same parameters as the charge Seebeck coefficient and

refers to the creation of spin voltage due to a temperature difference. In other words,

the spin thermopower is a way to quantify thermally produced spin voltages [149].

In the linear response regime, the efficiency of the device to produce TE power is

quantified by the so-called dimensionless figure of merit ZT : ZT = S2GT/G̃th, where

G̃th = Gth− (Pα)2/GT is the energy conductance at zero current [51]. The larger the

value of the ZT , the more efficient is the TE device [171].

The Usadel equation of motion [72] for a homogeneous spin-split superconductor
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is given by [
iετ3 −∆− iHexστ3 − Σsf , g

R/A
]

= 02 , (4.5)

where we have set kB = ~ = 1. gR/A is the retarded (advanced) Green function and is

obtained by replacing the quasiparticle energy ε by [ε±iδ], respectively. The incoherent

broadening δ or the so-called ‘Dynes’ parameter [172], parametrizes inelastic scattering

and conserves the analytic structure of the Green functions [88]. Here, ∆ is the

superconducting pair-potential matrix given as ∆ = ∆τ1, with τ i the Pauli matrices

in Nambu space. For a homogeneous superconducting state, ∆ may be chosen as real

and corresponds to the superconducting gap. The gap at zero temperature, exchange

field, and spin-flip scattering rate is denoted by ∆0. The exchange field Hex acts

on the electron spins and splits the DOS for spin-up and spin-down electrons [24–26].

σ = {±1} is a spin label referring to the up and down orientations of the spin (↑, ↓) with

respect to the external spin-splitting field. Since we neglect inhomogeneities, gradient-

terms do not appear in Eq. (4.5). The self-energy corresponding to spin-flip scattering

via magnetic impurities [25, 67, 86, 173, 174] corresponds to Σsf = (1/2τsf )τ3g
R/Aτ3.

Alternatively, such a self-energy can originate from a magnetic interface with strong

spin-dependent scattering [71, 83, 175, 176] thereby influencing the DOS [177, 178].

The spin-flip scattering time τsf is the average time between changes of the spin state

of an electron [67].

We employ the following ϑ parametrization for the quasi-classical Green function

matrix

gR± = cosϑ±τ3 + sinϑ±τ1 =

(
cosϑ± sinϑ±

sinϑ± − cosϑ±

)
, (4.6)

which automatically ensures the normalization gR±g
R
± = 12

1. In these expressions

cosϑ± and sinϑ± are normal and anomalous Green functions, respectively, and ϑ±

is, in general, a complex quantity. Using equations (4.5) and (4.6), the equation of

motion simplifies to a set of nonlinear equations for up and down-spins as

−2
(
(ε+ iδ) + σHex

)
sinϑ± + 2i∆ cosϑ± − iΓsf sin 2ϑ± = 0 , (4.7)

with Γsf = 1/τsf being the spin-flip scattering rate. The superconducting pair poten-

tial is determined self-consistently from the imaginary component of the anomalous

1Here, the superscript . . . indicates the Nambu (particle-hole) space of dimension 2× 2.
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Figure 4.4: Self-consistently determined thermoelectric figure of merit ZT as a func-
tion of the normalized spin-splitting field Hex/∆0. The parameter values employed
are Γsf/∆0 = 10−3 and 0.3 for left and right panels, respectively. We have set po-
larization of the interface conductance to P = 0.9 and the incoherent broadening is
δ = 10−3∆0. The shaded region represents fields larger than the CC limit, and the
curves displayed pertain to the metastable superconducting state.

part (pair amplitude) of the retarded Green function [see Fig. A.5 for more technical

details]:

∆ =
λ

2

∫ Ωc

0
dε tanh

ε

2kBT
Im
[

sinϑ+ + sinϑ−
]
, (4.8)

where λ is the dimensionless Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) [179] interaction con-

stant. Ωc is a suitably chosen cut-off. Once we have an expression for the self-

consistent superconducting pair potential, we can calculate the DOS from the real

part of the normal component of the retarded Green function. Within this frame-

work, the DOS for spin up (↑) and down (↓) are

N↑(ε) = N(0) Re[cosϑ+] ,

N↓(ε) = N(0) Re[cosϑ−] , (4.9)

with N(0) the DOS in the normal state at the Fermi level.

Our approach outlined above determines the relevant properties of the super-

conducting state via the self-consistency equation and then employs the knowledge
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Figure 4.5: Spin-flip scattering rate (Γsf/∆0) dependence of the self-consistently de-
termined normalized thermopower S/(PkB/e) (left panel) and thermoelectric figure
of merit ZT (right panel) for Hex/∆0 = 0.2 at different temperatures. Polarization
of the interface conductance and incoherent broadening are assumed P = 0.9 and
δ = 10−3∆0.

of these equilibrium properties to evaluate the system response. However, this ap-

proach does not guarantee that the equilibrium state thus obtained is lowest in

energy, and hence, the ‘true’ ground state. For a superconductor in a magnetic

field, the superconducting ground state, disregarding spin-flip scattering, is stable,

i.e., lowest in energy, only below the so-called ‘Chandrasekhar-Clogston’ (CC) limit

Hex = ∆0/
√

2 [180, 181], which is lower than the Pauli limit Hex = ∆0 captured by

our approach. Hence, our calculations pertain to the superconducting solution of the

self-consistency equation, which becomes metastable in a certain range of exchange

splitting, i.e., its energy is larger than the system being in normal state. The true

ground state in this range is the normal state, the thermoelectric response in which is

vanishingly small. We determine this range from the literature [57, 182] and mark it

via shaded regions in Figs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6.

4.3 Results and discussions

4.3.1 Density of states

In Fig. 4.2, we show the total [N0(ε)] and spin-polarized [Nz(ε)] DOS obtained within

a self-consistent evaluation for different exchange fields and spin-flip scattering rates
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as described above. For the total DOS, the gap slowly closes as the spin-splitting

is increased, and via the gapless state, it eventually results in the destruction of the

superconducting state. The spin-polarized DOS vanishes for no spin-splitting as well

as at-large spin-splittings when the superconducting state is destroyed. Hence, we see

that the optimal situation for the TE coefficient α, corresponding to the largest Nz(ε)

[Eqs. (4.3)], is achieved for a certain value of the spin-splitting.

4.3.2 Thermopower and figure of merit

Employing the obtained DOS and Eqs. (4.3), we evaluate the Seebeck coefficient and

plot it vs. spin-splitting in Fig. 4.3. As expected from our earlier discussion on

spin-polarized DOS, the Seebeck coefficient vanishes at zero and large spin-splittings

yielding a maximum in between. We see that the value of spin-splitting at which

the maximal Seebeck coefficient is achieved varies strongly with the temperature.

Remarkably, in the absence of spin-flip scattering (left panel of Fig. 4.3) at the lowest

temperatures, the Seebeck coefficient is drastically reduced due to the CC restriction

on the field range.

Now comparing the cases of low and sizeable spin-flip rate in Fig. 4.3, we observe

that a large spin-flip rate reduces the temperature sensitivity of the spin-splitting

(Hmax) corresponding to a maximal Seebeck effect. Overall, putting the CC physics

aside for the moment, Hmax lowers with an increasing spin-flip rate, but this lowering

does not have a one-to-one correspondence with the reduction of the superconducting

gap, as evidenced by the relative insensitivity of Hmax to the temperature. The TE

performance of the device is particularly insensitive to the temperature for large spin-

flip, as long as the system is not in the gapless state. Fig. 4.4 presents the analogous

results for ZT corroborating the similar dependence of TE efficiency on the relevant

physical variables. We emphasize that ZT values large than one can only be achieved

in the low-temperature and low-exchange field regime by introducing a spin-flip rate,

as shown in the lower right panel of Fig. 4.4. In the absence of spin-flip scattering, ZT

is dramatically reduced at very low temperatures T . 0.05∆0 due to the instability

of the superconducting state in the CC regime. We now focus on the dependence of

the TE response on the spin-flip rate. To this end, we plot the Seebeck coefficient

(left panel) and ZT (right panel) vs. spin-flip rate at a fixed value of spin-splitting in

Fig. 4.5. The Seebeck coefficient exhibits an initial enhancement with the spin-flip rate

followed by an eventual reduction. This behavior may be understood in terms of spin-

flip mediated lowering of the superconducting gap. The first-order effect of spin-flip

in this regime is to reduce the superconducting gap, thereby shifting the quasiparticle
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Figure 4.6: Maximal thermopower |S/(PkB/e)|max vs spin-flip rate Γsf at kBT/∆0 =
0.02 [the orange curves in Fig. 4.3]. For a small incoherent broadening δ = 10−3∆0,
the maximum Seebeck coefficient for medium spin-flip scattering rates is relatively
insensitive to the spin-flip rate. The shaded region represents the destruction of the
superconducting state due to CC physics. The upper spin-flip rate limit of the shaded
region has not been calculated exactly and represents an approximate value. At
low spin-flip rates, the true Seebeck-coefficient vanishes due to the required exchange
field being above the CC limit. On the other hand, large spin-flip rates destroy
superconductivity via the usual depairing channel.

dynamics to lower energies without significantly damaging the superconducting state.

At more significant spin-flip rates, the Cooper pair depairing effect dominates the

modification of the system TE response. ZT essentially mirrors the dependence of

the Seebeck coefficient with minor differences.

We finally study the dependence of the maximum Seebeck coefficient (as a function

of spin-splitting) on the spin-flip rate in Fig. 4.6. The maximum Seebeck coefficient is

relatively insensitive to the spin-flip. However, the value of spin-splitting (not shown

explicitly) at which this maximum value is achieved decreases monotonically with the

spin-flip rate.

Based on the analysis presented above, we are now in a position to summarise the

effect of spin-flip on the TE response of the system under investigation. At small values

of the spin-flip scattering rate, its predominant effect is reducing the superconducting

gap. This provides quasiparticles at lower energies and results in the enhancement

of Seebeck effect at low values of the spin-splitting exchange field. After the super-
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conductor enters the gapless regime, there is no such gain in further increasing the

spin-flip. On the contrary, the depairing effect only tends to make the DOS flatter

resulting in a decreasing TE response with increasing spin-flip. We note that spin-

orbit scattering will mix the spin-split energy bands [182] and hence reduce the overall

TE performance. Thus, the optimal value of spin-flip is around the point when the

superconductor is about to enter the gapless regime.

Moreover, by studying the effect of a more sizeable incoherent broadening pa-

rameter in appendix B for the same parameter space as here, we find that it leads

to a drastic reduction of the achievable maximum thermoelectric performance of our

system.

4.4 Conclusions

We have investigated the thermoelectric response of a tunnel structure formed by a

thin insulating layer sandwiched between a spin-split superconducting film and a fer-

romagnetic metal. We take into account the important roles of the spin-flip scattering

and Chandrasekhar-Clogston (CC) paramagnetic limit [180–182]. The relevant phys-

ical quantities have been obtained self-consistently within the quasi-classical Green

function technique. We have shown that increasing the spin-flip scattering rate leads

to a strong enhancement of the thermoelectric performance in the low-field and low-

temperature regime. Specifically, the maximum of the thermopower exceeds kB/e

by a factor of ≈ 5 down to temperatures of the order of kBT/∆0 = 0.02 and has a

nonmonotonic behavior with respect to the spin-splitting and the spin-flip scattering

rate in the superconductor. We also predict a sizeable thermoelectric figure of merit

of ZT & 1 in the low-temperature regime. Although the spin-flip rate does affect

the maximum of the thermopower only weakly, it shifts the peak from a higher to a

lower field. This appears to be of crucial importance since we find that the high fields

required in the absence of spin-flip scattering are larger than the CC limit, and thus

do not support superconductivity. Our results constitute a promising prediction for

reducing the necessary spin-splitting in these structures, which might also be useful

to avoid other detrimental effects related to external magnetic fields, magnetization

control, or the CC-limited ultra-low-temperature degradation of the TE response.



Chapter 5

Spin effects in proximity-coupled

MI/S systems

Inspired by recent feats in exchange coupling antiferromagnets to an adjacent material,

in this chapter we demonstrate the possibility of employing them for inducing spin-

splitting in a superconductor, thereby avoiding the detrimental, parasitic effects of

ferromagnets employed to this end.

We derive the Gor’kov equation for the matrix Green function in the supercon-

ducting layer, considering a microscopic model for its disordered interface with a

two-sublattice magnetic insulator. We find that an antiferromagnetic insulator with

effectively uncompensated interface induces a large, disorder-resistant spin-splitting

in the adjacent superconductor. In addition, we find contributions to the self-energy

stemming from the interfacial disorder. Within our model, these mimic impurity and

spin-flip scattering, while another breaks the symmetries in particle-hole and spin

spaces. The latter contribution, however, drops out in the quasi-classical approxima-

tion and thus, does not significantly affect the superconducting state [64].

5.1 Introduction

Conventional Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) superconductors [179] are incompat-

ible with magnetic interactions as the latter tend to break the Cooper pairing [183]

between the opposite-spin electrons. Nevertheless, the so-called Pauli contribution,

associated with the energy splitting of the two spin states, leads to interesting new

phenomena when the spin-splitting is comparable to the ‘unperturbed’ superconduct-

ing gap [184]. These include spatially inhomogeneous order parameter in an otherwise

47
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homogeneous superconductor [29, 30], gapless superconductivity [185, 186], and a

first-order phase transition between superconducting and normal states [180, 181], all

of which have been experimentally observed [26, 187]. Furthermore, hybrids incor-

porating such spin-split superconductors were recently predicted [50, 51, 100], and

found [53, 102], to exhibit large thermoelectric effects. The spin-splitting in the su-

perconducting layer may be induced by a magnetic field or via exchange coupling to a

magnetic layer [102, 177] and leads to intriguing transport properties reviewed in [57].

The success of ‘exchange biasing’ a ferromagnet (F) layer via its coupling to an

adjacent antiferromagnet (AF) has been instrumental in the contemporary memory

technology [61, 62, 188]. A simplified picture of exchange biasing in F/AF bilayers

requires the AF interface to be uncompensated, i.e., possess finite surface magnetiza-

tion [61–63]. Several theoretical models [63], most of which assume the AF surface

to be uncompensated, have been employed to understand the experiments. Recent

progress in surface characterization methods [189] and epitaxial sample growth [190]

has enabled to resolve [190, 191] several previously open questions [61]. Numerous

experiments [192–200] have succeeded in direct observation and quantification of un-

compensated spins at interfaces thereby improving the understanding of their role in

exchange bias and the control of the effect.

Recently, the presence of surface magnetization, stemming from broken transla-

tional symmetry at interfaces, in magnetoelectric AFs has been predicted [201]. This

has also been observed experimentally and exploited in achieving electrically switch-

able exchange bias [202] and magnetic memory [203] using α-Cr2O3. Furthermore,

uncompensated AF interfaces have been theoretically predicted to amplify the trans-

fer of magnonic spin from a magnetic insulator to an adjacent non-magnetic conduc-

tor [204, 205].

In this chapter, we suggest employing insulating AFs, with their uncompensated

surfaces, to induce an effective exchange field in an adjacent superconducting layer.

To the best of our knowledge, only Fs have been employed to this end so far. AFs offer

several advantages over Fs in this regard [206–208]. These include the minimization

of stray magnetic fields, the possibility of electrical tunability [202, 203, 209], avoiding

parasitic negative effects of low-energy magnon excitations [58, 59] and so on. The

proximity effect due to metallic antiferromagnets has been investigated experimen-

tally [210] and theoretically [211]. Antiferromagnetically ordered impurity chains may

also give rise to Majorana state [212].

Considering a two-sublattice magnetic insulator (MI)/superconductor (S) bilayer

structure, we derive the Gor’kov equation for the matrix Green function in S from a
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microscopic Hamiltonian including the interface [67]. Our model for MI encompasses

the full range of single-domain magnets from ferro- to antiferro- via ferrimagnets [59,

204]. We explicitly include interfacial disorder in our model and find that the induced

exchange field is resistant to it, within the Born approximation. We find that the

effect of the MI layer is captured by a self-energy, which includes interfacial disorder-

mediated terms, in addition to the spin-splitting term. The latter is found to be large

for an uncompensated interface with an AF. For the system considered here, with

the Hamiltonian diagonal in spin space 1, the interfacial disorder-mediated terms

take a form identical to spin-independent impurity and spin-flip scattering. A third

disorder contribution breaks the particle-hole and spin symmetries, but predominantly

renormalizes the normal state properties leaving the superconducting state essentially

unaffected.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2, we illustrate the possible interface

microstructures for bilayers under investigation and introduce the model Hamiltonian.

Sec. 5.3 derives and solves the Gor’kov equation, and the interfacial self-energy for the

matrix Green function is evaluated in Sec. 5.4. We discuss our findings in Sec. 5.5,

and finally, we draw our conclusions in Sec.5.6.

5.2 Model and Hamiltonian

We consider a MI/S bilayer (Fig. (5.1)) with the S thickness dS much smaller than the

superconducting coherence length. MI is comprised of a single-domain two-sublattice

magnetic insulator where sublattice magnetizations are considered static and collinear

to the z-axis. We consider S to be a BCS superconductor in the weak coupling regime

such that the Hamiltonian in the grand canonical ensemble reads [67]:

H̃ =

∫
d3r

∑
α

ψ̃†α(rrr)
[
−∂2 + Vs(rrr) (δα↑ − δα↓)

]
ψ̃α(rrr) +

∑
α,β

g

2
ψ̃†β(rrr)ψ̃†α(rrr)ψ̃α(rrr)ψ̃β(rrr)


(5.1)

here, ψ̃α(rrr) is the electron annihilation operator for z-projected spin α at position rrr,

∂2 ≡ ∇2/2m + µ − Vi(rrr), µ is the chemical potential, m is electron effective mass,

Vi(rrr)[Vs(rrr)] represents the spin-independent (dependent) potential energy, g (< 0)

1Contributions, non-diagonal in spin space, to the Hamiltonian may arise owing to different physical
origins. These include inhomogeneous magnetization, coupling to multiple magnets with non-collinear
magnetizations, and unconventional pairing between same-spin electrons in the superconductor.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.1: Possible interface microstructures for magnetic insulator
(MI)/superconductor (S) bilayers. Sublattices A and B are depicted in blue
and red, respectively. Cases (a) and (b), respectively, represent antiferromagnets
with compensated and fully uncompensated interfaces with S. Case (c) depicts a
ferrimagnet with a compensated interface. In this case, the symmetry of interfacial
coupling between S and the two sublattices is broken [213, 214] by, for example,
different wavefunction clouds associated with the localized moments that comprise
the sublattice. Interfacial disorder accounted for in our model, is not depicted
explicitly here.

parametrizes the electron-electron attraction, and we have set ~ to 1. All operators

are in the Heisenberg picture and are decorated by a ˜. . . above. The interface with

MI results in the potential energy terms Vi,s(rrr). For simplicity, we do not explicitly

include bulk contributions to the potential energy here.

The MI/conductor interface is typically modeled as an effective exchange interac-

tion between the spin densities on the two sides [204]:

H̃int = −
∫
d2s

∑
G=A,B

[
JGS̃SSG(sss) · S̃SS(sss)

]
. (5.2)

Here, sss is the two-dimensional position vector in the interfacial plane defined by y =

0, S̃SS is the electronic spin density operator in S, and S̃SSA(B) is MI sublattice A (B)

spin density operator. JA(B) parametrizes the exchange strength between the MI

sublattice A (B) and the S electrons, and depends upon the details of the interface

such as its microstructure (Fig. (5.1)). The magnetic spin densities are related to the
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corresponding magnetizations via the sublattice gyromagnetic ratios γA,B, assumed

negative, M̃MMA,B = −|γA,B|S̃SSA,B. We consider sublattice A (B) to be saturated along

positive (negative) z-direction with saturation magnetization MA0(B0).

Augmenting the interfacial interaction above [Eq. (5.2)] with a spin-independent

contribution and disorder, the net interfacial Hamiltonian may be expressed as:

H̃int =

∫
d3r

∑
α

ψ̃†α(rrr)U(sss)δ(y) [a+ b (δα↑ − δα↓)] ψ̃α(rrr), (5.3)

where a parametrizes the spin-independent contribution of the interfacial interaction

and b = JAMA0/2|γA|−JBMB0/2|γB|. U(sss) accounts for the interfacial disorder which

is modeled in a manner analogous to the treatment of impurities-mediated disorder

in a bulk conductor [67, 215]:

U(sss) = 1 +
∑
sssi

u(sss− sssi), (5.4)

with u(sss− sssi) representing the fluctuation in potential energy associated with a ‘dis-

order center’ located at sssi, and we assume
∫
d2s u(sss) = 0. Employing Eq. (5.3),

the potential energy contribution to the total Hamiltonian [Eq. (5.1)] corresponds to

Vi[s](rrr) = U(sss)δ(y)a[b].

5.3 Gor’kov equation

We now formulate the problem at hand in terms of imaginary-time Green functions

in Nambu-spin space. Decorating four-dimensional entities (vectors and matrices) by

a ˆ. . . above and two-dimensional by a . . . subscript, we define Ψ̂† ≡
[
ψ̃†↑, ψ̃

†
↓, ψ̃↓, ψ̃↑

]
.

We further define the matrix, imaginary-time Green function as [67]:

Ĝ(x1, x2) ≡ −τ z ⊗ σ0

〈
Tτ Ψ̂(x1)Ψ̂†(x2)

〉
=


G↑↑ G↑↓ F↑↓ F↑↑

G↓↑ G↓↓ F↓↓ F↓↑

−F̄↓↑ −F̄↓↓ Ḡ↓↓ Ḡ↓↑

−F̄↑↑ −F̄↑↓ Ḡ↑↓ Ḡ↑↑

 , (5.5)

where τ = it is the imaginary time, x1 ≡ (rrr1, τ1), τ0,x,y,z and σ0,x,y,z are the 2 × 2

identity and Pauli matrices in, respectively, Nambu and spin spaces, and the outer
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product is expanded as:

τ z ⊗ σ0 =

(
σ0 0

0 −σ0

)
.

Employing Heisenberg equation of motion for ψ̃α(x1) with the Hamiltonian given by

Eq. (5.1), we obtain the dynamical equation for Gαβ(x1, x2):

∂Gαβ(x1, x2)

∂τ1
= −δαβδ(x1 − x2) +

[
∂2

1 − Vs(rrr1) (δα↑ − δα↓)
]
Gαβ(x1, x2) (5.6)

− i
∑
γ

∆αγ(x1)F̄γβ(x1, x2), (5.7)

where ∆αβ(x) ≡ i|g|Fαβ(x, x). In simplifying the four-point correlator above, we have

employed Wick’s theorem 2 and disregarded terms which lead to a mere renormal-

ization of the chemical potential [67]. Dynamical equations for the other components

of the matrix Green function can be derived in an analogous manner [67]. All these

equations may be expressed as a single Gor’kov equation for the matrix Green func-

tion:

Ĝ−1(x1)Ĝ(x1, x2) = δ(x1 − x2)τ0 ⊗ σ0, (5.8)

where

Ĝ−1(x1) = − ∂

∂τ1
τ z ⊗ σ0 + ∂2

1τ0 ⊗ σ0 − Vs(rrr1)τ z ⊗ σz − ∆̂(rrr1).

For a homogeneous superconducting state, the pair potential matrix may be chosen

as ∆̂(rrr) = −i∆τy ⊗ σz with real ∆ [67, 88].

5.4 Interfacial self-energy

Since the Gor’kov equation can rarely be solved exactly, we resort to perturbation

theory within the Green function method [215] and obtain the self-energy arising from

the interfacial contribution to the Hamiltonian [Eq. (5.3)]. To this end, we express

Ĝ−1(x1) = Ĝ−1
0 (x1)− Ĥint(x1) as the sum of the clean superconducting layer plus the

2Strictly speaking, Wick’s theorem is not valid here since our Hamiltonian contains terms fourth-
order in the ladder operators. However, the application of Wick’s theorem here is equivalent to the
mean-field approximation made in the BCS theory. Please refer to the discussion by Kopnin for
further details [67].
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interfacial contribution, which assumes the form [using Eqs. (5.3) and (5.9)]:

Ĥint(x1) = U(sss1)δ(y1) [a τ0 ⊗ σ0 + b τ z ⊗ σz] ≡ U(sss1)δ(y1) t̂. (5.9)

The evaluation of the corresponding self-energy follows the method analogous to the

case of impurities-mediated disorder in a bulk conductor [67, 215], and is detailed in the

appendix C. Within this method, the so-called cross-diagram technique [67, 215], the

following assumptions are made. (i) The perturbation is assumed small, thus making

the Born approximation. (ii) We average over the positions sssi of the disorder centers.

(iii) All diagrams with intersecting impurity scattering lines may be disregarded. (iv)

We further neglect diagrams with more than two scattering events. In addition, we

employ the quasi-classical approximation in treating the homogeneous superconduct-

ing state. With these assumptions, diagrams of all orders can be summed [67, 215]

and we obtain the main result of this Letter:

Σ̂int(ωn, ppp) =
1

dS

[
t̂+Ndis

∫
d3p1

(2π)3
|u(κκκ− κκκ1)|2 t̂ Ĝ(ωn, ppp1) t̂

]
, (5.10)

where the result is expressed concisely in the frequency ωn and momentum ppp rep-

resentation 3. Here, u(κκκ) ≡
∫
d2s u(sss) exp(−iκκκ · sss), Ndis is the areal density of

disorder centers, κκκ is the in-plane component of the momentum ppp, and dS is the

thickness of S layer assumed to be much smaller than the superconducting coherence

length. The Green function for the proximity-coupled superconducting layer is given

by Ĝ−1(ωn, ppp) = Ĝ−1
0 (ωn, ppp)− Σ̂int(ωn, ppp), in terms of the unperturbed Green function

Ĝ0(ωn, ppp) and the self-energy evaluated above.

5.5 Discussion

The self-energy [Eq. (5.10)], stemming from the interface with MI, comprises a contri-

bution independent of, and thus resistant to, interfacial disorder and a term propor-

tional to the areal density of disorder centers Ndis. Apart from a small renormalization

of the chemical potential, the former contribution is simply the effective exchange field,

∝ b = JAMA0/2|γA| − JBMB0/2|γB|, induced in S. Thus, an AF with uncompensated

surface, for which JA 6= JB, MA0 = MB0, and γA = γB, induces spin-splitting in the

adjacent S layer.

3See appendix C for a detailed derivation of the interfacial self-energy, the conventions followed
for expressing the Green functions in the frequency and momentum representation, and a discussion
on some relevant materials along with the corresponding expected spin-splittings.
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The interfacial disorder-mediated contribution to the self-energy can be further

divided into three terms with the integrands in Eq. (5.10) respectively proportional to

(i) a2
(
τ0⊗σ0Ĝτ0⊗σ0

)
, (ii) b2

(
τ z⊗σzĜτ z⊗σz

)
, and the third term (iii) ab

(
τ0⊗σ0Ĝτ z⊗

σz + τ z ⊗ σzĜτ0 ⊗ σ0

)
. The term (i) looks like the self-energy due to non-magnetic

impurities [67]. Assuming isotropic scattering, this contribution drops out of the

superconducting gap as well as the Eilenberger equations for s-wave superconductors,

in consistence with the Anderson theorem [216]. Assuming that Ĝ−1(x1) is diagonal

in spin space, which is the case here [Eq. (5.9)], the total matrix Green function is also

diagonal in spin space. Taking this into consideration, term (ii) may be rewritten as

∝ τ z⊗σ0Ĝτ z⊗σ0, which has the same form as the self-energy contribution due to spin-

flip scattering via magnetic impurities [67]. The effect of such a term has been studied

and is known to result in phenomena such as gapless superconductivity [186]. It also

has consequences for the density of states [83, 176, 178] and leads to an enhancement

of the Seebeck effect in magnet/superconductor heterostructures [60].

Again, accounting for the diagonal in the spin space structure of the total Green

function, the contribution to the self-energy corresponding to the term (iii) assumes

the matrix structure ∝ τ0 ⊗ σz, thereby breaking the symmetries in both Nambu

and spin spaces. An explicit evaluation of the quasi-classical Green function matrix

shows that this term drops out on integrating over the excitation energy. Thus, this

term renormalizes the normal-state properties of the S layer while dropping out in

the quasi-classical description of the superconducting state. The analogous term in

the self-energy evaluated beyond the Born approximation for magnetic impurities in a

bulk superconductor, which does not lead to any spin splitting, was found to break the

particle-hole symmetry [147]. Its key manifestation was asymmetric scattering with

Yu-Shiba-Rusinov states [217–219] resulting in a large thermoelectric effect [147].

In general, the Hamiltonian, and thus the total matrix Green function, may be

non-diagonal in spin space when, for example, the magnetization is spatially inhomo-

geneous, or the superconductor exhibits unconventional same-spin electron pairing.

Under those circumstances, terms (ii) and (iii) may not be interpreted as discussed

above.

Here, we have considered a superconducting layer much thinner than the coherence

length. For a thick superconductor, the evaluated self-energy may be incorporated in

the boundary conditions for the Gor’kov equation in the bulk. Thus, our theory also

provides a microscopic derivation of the boundary conditions describing the interface

of a superconductor with a magnetic insulator, complementary to the corresponding

evaluations within a scattering theory approach [71, 79, 160]. Furthermore, we have
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considered a single-domain magnet leaving possible generalizations to textured and

multi-domain interfaces for future work [220]. Reference [191] reviews exchange bias

and magnetic proximity effect together, thereby delineating the connection between

the two phenomena further and providing directions for generalizing our results.

From the experimental point of view, it is considered difficult to grow metals on in-

sulators due to lattice mismatch. Such interfaces are inevitably disordered. Neverthe-

less, a strong interfacial exchange coupling has been observed in a wide range of such

structures [167, 213, 214, 221–225]. This is consistent with our result which demon-

strates that interfacial disorder does not lead to any qualitative changes in physics and

the induced exchange field is resistant to this disorder. It, however, leads to additional

spin-flip scattering like contributions which, in some cases [60, 92, 147, 150], may be

desirable.

As elaborated in the appendix C, the existing literature on exchange bias [61]

and spin-mixing conductance [78, 221, 225, 226] provides valuable guidance regard-

ing materials and corresponding expected spin-splittings. Several AFs, such as CoO,

FeF2, and FeS, may induce fields greater than 100 mT in a 10 nm thick supercon-

ducting layer [61]. Furthermore, multilayers incorporating one or more ferromagnetic

seed layers are expected to be particularly effective [61], while still circumventing the

disadvantages of spin-splitting induced via a ferromagnetic layer.

5.6 Summary

We have derived and solved the Gor’kov equation for two-sublattice magnetic insu-

lator/thin superconductor bilayer structures. Starting with a microscopic description

of the interface, we have evaluated the interfacial self-energy for the matrix (Nambu-

spin space) Green function in the superconducting layer. Our findings show that

an antiferromagnet with an uncompensated surface, in addition to ferrimagnets, in-

duces interfacial disorder-resistant spin-splitting in the adjacent superconductor. Ad-

ditional contributions mimicking non-magnetic impurities and spin-flip scattering re-

sult due to the interfacial disorder. Our findings, in conjunction with related experi-

ments [61, 202, 203, 225], pave the way for employing antiferromagnetic insulators in

inducing exchange field in an adjacent superconductor, thereby addressing the feasi-

bility of a wide range of concepts and devices involving spin-split superconductors.
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Chapter 6

Summary and perspective

As the key ingredients of this Ph.D. thesis, we have considered three theoretically

exciting but still not experimentally explored fundamental transport phenomena re-

lated to non-equilibrium and spin properties of nanoscale heterostructures consisting

of conventional (s-wave) superconductors in proximity to magnetic materials. This

chapter will summarize the main results and perspectives of our detailed investiga-

tions presented previously in the chapters 3, 4, and 5, which might be the starting

point for further understandings of the questions that are still open within the field

of superconducting spintronics.

To give the main motivation, in chapter 1, we have shortly introduced the physics

of superconductivity and afterward elaborated on its coexistence with ferromagnetism

via the proximity phenomena. A brief overview of the fundamental theoretical con-

cepts, including the derivation of Gor’kov equation for matrix Green functions [em-

ployed in chapter 5] and its generalization to out of thermal equilibrium via Keldysh

technique, the quasi-classical Green function approximation, and its extension to the

dirty limit, namely the Usadel equation of motion [utilized in chapter 4] have been

presented in chapter 2. As the next step, we have introduced the Nazarov’s circuit

theory [applied in chapter 3] and its derivation from the discretized version of the

diffusion-like Usadel equation. The quantum circuit theory offers a relatively easy an-

alytical (numerical) description, which is notably helpful in dealing with the interfaces

of complex multi-terminal mesoscopic heterostructures.

In chapter 3, we study spin-dependent quasiparticle and Cooper-pair transport in a

novel type of an experimentally achievable four-terminal superconductor/ferromagnet

system. One highlight is that as long as the loss of superconducting coherences is large,

biasing the ferromagnetic leads in combination with non-collinear magnetic moments,

57
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can induce triplet superconducting correlations and, therewith, 0–π-transitions can

be induced in the current phase relation. In this limit, the relative magnetization

angle θ qualifies for voltages above the superconducting gap, as a control knob for

charge and spin currents in the ferromagnetic and superconducting contacts. Our key

finding is that our proposed setup allows for triggering a finite net charge current

between the two magnets by non-collinear magnetization alignment and general spin-

mixing conductances. This pumping effect is directly linked to the appearance of

the equal-spin triplet Cooper pairs on the central node, and hence, might have a

direct impact on generating, controlling, and detecting spin-polarized Cooper pairs

by conventional current measurements and be an essential ingredient for technological

applications in future superconducting spintronics devices. This work is of interest to

a broad community in superconductivity and magnetism. One might even imagine

realizing our proposal with heterostructures of two-dimensional crystals, in which

superconductivity and magnetism have already been found. The proposed minimal

setup might solve the problem to detect spin-triplet Cooper pairs by controlling charge

currents and be the key to a non-equilibrium control of spin-polarized current flows

in superconductors.

Chapter 4 addresses the effect of spin-flip scattering and Chandrasekhar-Clogston

(CC) paramagnetic limit on the thermoelectric response of a tunnel contact between a

spin-split superconducting layer and a ferromagnetic metal. We show that increasing

the spin-flip scattering rate leads to a substantial enhancement of the thermoelectric

performance in the experimentally relevant low-field and low-temperature regime; i.e.,

(i) the maximum of the thermopower |S|max exceeds kB/e by a factor of ≈ 5 and (ii)

improvement in figure of merit. Since |S|max gets shifted from a higher to a lower field

due to the spin-flip rate, a sizeable thermoelectric effect in the ultra-low temperature

regime can only be gained via including spin-flip scattering. The reason for this is

that the unphysically high values of the exchange fields at which |S|max is achieved

in the absence of spin-flip scattering, are larger than the CC limit, and thus lead to

a vanishing thermoelectric response by not supporting superconductivity. By estab-

lishing a promising prediction towards the reduction of the necessary spin-splitting,

which might also be beneficial in avoiding other detrimental effects related to exter-

nal magnetic fields, magnetization control, or the CC-limited ultra-low-temperature

degradation of the thermoelectric response, our proposal has a strong impact on the

emerging field of energy control in superconducting nanostructures.

For the first time, to the best of our knowledge, in the chapter 5 we propose and

accordingly demonstrate the possibility of employing insulating antiferromagnets in
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inducing the exchange field in an adjacent superconductor, thereby addressing the

feasibility of a wide range of concepts and devices involving spin-split superconduc-

tors. Considering a two-sublattice magnetic insulator/superconductor bilayer, we have

derived and solved the Gor’kov equation for the matrix (Nambu-spin space) Green

function in the superconducting layer. We find that the effect of the magnetic insula-

tor layer is captured by the interfacial self-energy, which includes disorder-mediated

terms—identical to spin-independent impurity and spin-flip scattering—in addition to

the spin-splitting term. In the hitherto published literature, such effects have usually

been achieved via ferromagnets, both in experiment and theory. Antiferromagnets,

however, offer several improvements, e.g., the minimization of stray magnetic fields,

the possibility of electrical tunability, avoiding negative effects of low-energy magnonic

excitations, etc., over the detrimental and parasitic effects arising due to the ferromag-

nets. Our proposal, in conjunction with related experiments, strongly enhances the

practical feasibility of this design and constitutes a significant step towards realizing

several concepts and devices involving spin-split superconductors. In addition to its

fundamental physics importance, our work has high relevance for the recently invigo-

rated fields of antiferromagnetic spintronics as well as spin-triplet superconductors.
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Appendix A

Illustration of the quantum

circuit theory

The materials presented here allow for a better understanding of the quasi-classical

circuit theory introduced in chapter 2, we apply it in this appendix on two heterostruc-

tures and afterward give some notes on its numerical implementation. Introducing

the physical observables of interest, e.g., DOS, charge, and spin currents in Sec. A.1,

Sec. A.1.1 presents the first example of a special case of the four-terminal system

discussed in chapter 3. To make the results analytically attainable, we consider the

limiting case of ε � ∆, where the decoherence (leakage of coherence) has been dis-

regarded, i.e., εTh → ∞ with εTh the Thouless energy. The aim here is to provide

an expression for the density of states, which is already described by the equilibrium

properties of the system. In the second example, we treat a more straightforward but

equally important heterostructure in Sec. A.1.2 formed by two ferromagnets connected

to a central node, allowing analytical access to its nonequilibrium properties. It serves

as a model system to better understand the role of spin-polarized leads. Before doing

so, let us recall how the basic transport properties are encoded in the Green function

of the node.

A.1 Central transport quantities

Once we have an expression for the Green function of the node Ǧc(ε), we can calculate

the DOS in the central contact region from the real part of the normal component of

61
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the retarded Green function as

N(ε) =
1

4
Re tr

[
(τ3 ⊗ σ0) ĜRc (ε)

]
. (A.1)

Moreover, knowing Ǧc(ε) we can derive the resulting matrix current Ǐn and thereby

one can obtain the currents in the system via its Keldysh component ÎKn (ε) as

I�n =
1

8e2

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
Λ̂� ÎKn (ε)

]
, (A.2)

with the currents coefficients

Λ̂� =



e(τ z ⊗ σ0), � = q (charge)

ε(τ0 ⊗ σ0), � = ε (energy)

(~/2)(τ0 ⊗ σν), � = s (spin)

(ε~/2)(τ z ⊗ σν), � = εs (spin-energy)

(A.3)

given in the spin-Nambu basis as Ψ† = {Ψ†↑,Ψ
†
↓,Ψ↓,−Ψ↑}. The spin current, for

instance, becomes

Iνn =
~

16e2

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
(τ0 ⊗ σν)ÎKn (ε)

]
. (A.4)

The Pauli matrices in spin (Nambu) space for each direction ν = {x, y, z} are σν(τν),

where σ0(τ0) denotes the corresponding identity matrix 1. However, to make the

formalism in chapter 3 easier to follow, we have implemented the symbol 0n (1n)

which labels the zero (identity) matrix in n × n dimensions and the superscript ˇ. . .

indicating the Keldysh⊗Nambu⊗spin space of dimension 8 × 8 and simplified the

z-polarized spin current to the one presented in Eq. (3.3).

A.1.1 Application: Four-terminal S/F-heterostructures

In this section, we present the results for a regime in a four-terminal S/F system con-

sisting of two s-wave superconducting and two ferromagnetic terminals with a common

contact region, Fig. 3.1, in which we can solve analytically the corresponding gener-

alized Kirchhof equations 08 =
∑

n Ǐn, with Ǐn ≡ [M̌n, Ǧc] linear in the central Green

function Ǧc of the node. From its retarded component, one obtains straightforwardly

an expression for the local DOS, see Eq. (A.1).

1In the notation we have utilized here, “...”, “.̂..”, and “.̌..” denote the vector of 2× 2, 4× 4, and
8× 8 matrices, respectively, in spin (Nambu), Nambu⊗spin, and Keldysh⊗Nambu⊗spin spaces.
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Within the node, the Green function obeys the normalization constraint

Ǧ2
c =

(
ĜRc ĜKc
0 ĜAc

)(
ĜRc ĜKc
0 ĜAc

)
=

(
ĜR2

c ĜRc ĜKc + ĜKc ĜAc
0 ĜA2

c

)
!

=

(
14 04

04 14

)
(A.5)

resulting in the following equations,

ĜRc ĜRc = ĜAc ĜAc = 14,

ĜRc ĜKc + ĜKc ĜAc = 04.
(A.6)

While the equilibrium physics is incorporated in retarded (advanced) ĜR(A)(ε), the

non-equilibrium properties are contained in the Keldysh component, ĜKc (ε), which

satisfies ĜKc (ε) = ĜRc (ε)ĥ(ε) − ĥ(ε)ĜAc (ε) via Eq. (A.6). Here, ĥ(ε) = fL(τ0 ⊗ σ0) +

fT (τ z ⊗σ0) is the non-equilibrium distribution matrix in a terminal biased at voltage

V , and fL(T ) = (tanh[(ε + eV )/2kBT
]

+ (−) tanh[(ε − eV )/2kBT ])/2 refers to lon-

gitudinal (transverse) changes of the order parameter associated with the respective

non-equilibrium distributions [88].

On the other hand, by expanding

M̌ =

(
M̂R M̂K

04 M̂A

)
(A.7)

into its components in Keldysh space and applying the current conservation rule for

the net matrix current,

[M̌, Ǧc] =

(
[M̂R, ĜRc ] M̂RĜKc + M̂K ĜAc − ĜRc M̂K − ĜKc M̂A

04 [M̂A, ĜAc ]

)
= 08, (A.8)

we obtain [
M̂R, ĜRc

]
= 04,[

M̂A, ĜAc
]

= 04,

M̂RĜKc + M̂K ĜAc − ĜRc M̂K − ĜKc M̂A = 04.

(A.9)

Now, implementing the boundary conditions for the superconducting and ferromag-

netic matrix currents according to chapter 3, the total M̌ becomes

M̌ =
∑
α

[
GSα

2
ǦSα +

Gα
2
ǦFα +GPα κ̌αǦFα − i

Gφα
2
κ̌α

]
, (A.10)
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where we restrict to the case εTh →∞ (a BCS lookalike DOS), in which the leackage

term vanishes. Here, GP = PGα/2 accounts for the spin polarization of both leads

with α = 1, 2.

The retarded (advanced) and Keldysh components of the matrix Eq. (A.10) read

M̂R(A) =
GS1

2
ĜR(A)
S1 +

GS2

2
ĜR(A)
S2 +

(G1 +G2)

2
ĜR(A)
F

+
(
τ z ⊗ (m1 · σ)

)(
GP1 ĜR(A)

F − iG
φ
1

2

)
+
(
τ z ⊗ (m2 · σ)

)(
GP2 ĜR(A)

F − iG
φ
2

2

)
, (A.11)

and

M̂K =
GS1

2
ĜKS1 +

GS2

2
ĜKS2 +

G1

2
ĜK1 +GP1

(
τ z ⊗ (m1 · σ)

)
ĜK1 +

G2

2
ĜKF2

+GP2
(
τ z ⊗ (m2 · σ)

)
ĜKF2. (A.12)

By inserting the S and FM retarded Green function
[
Eq. (3.1) and ĜR/AF = ±(τ z⊗σ0)

]
in Eq. (A.11), employing (∆α −∆∗α)/2 = i∆ sinϕα, i(∆α + ∆∗α)/2 = i∆ cosϕα, and

the property of the tensor product

(
τ z ⊗ (mα · σ)

)(
τ z ⊗ σ0

)
= τ2

z ⊗ (mα · σ) = τ0 ⊗ (mα · σ),

one can simplify M̂R to

M̂R =
sgn(ε)

2
√

(ε+ iδ)2 −∆2

[
(ε+ iδ)(GS1 +GS2)(τ z ⊗ σ0)

+ i∆
(
GS1 sinϕ1 +GS2 sinϕ2

)
(τx ⊗ σ0) + i∆

(
GS1 cosϕ1 +GS2 cosϕ2

)
(τy ⊗ σ0)

]
+

(G1 +G2)

2
(τ z ⊗ σ0) +GP1

(
τ0 ⊗ (m1 · σ)

)
− iG

φ
1

2

(
τ z ⊗ (m1 · σ)

)
+GP2

(
τ0 ⊗ (m2 · σ)

)
− iG

φ
2

2

(
τ z ⊗ (m2 · σ)

)
. (A.13)

One can simplify M̂A/K in the same way, but at the moment since we are determining

the DOS, the retarded part is adequate. In order to further simplify the retarded

component, we assume a symmetric configuration (i.e., GS1 = GS2 = GS , G1 = G2 =

G, GP1 = GP2 = GP , Gφ1 = Gφ2 = Gφ and for the magnetization vectorsm1 = m2 = m)
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leading to

M̂R =
sgn(ε)GS√

(ε+ iδ)2 −∆2

[
(ε+ iδ)(τ z ⊗ σ0) + i∆ cos

ϕ1 − ϕ2

2

(
sin

ϕ1 + ϕ2

2
(τx ⊗ σ0)

+ cos
ϕ1 + ϕ2

2
(τy ⊗ σ0)

)]
+G(τ z ⊗ σ0) + 2GP

(
τ0 ⊗ (m · σ)

)
− iGφ

(
τ z ⊗ (m · σ)

)
.

(A.14)

Employing the properties of the superconducting phase (i.e., 0 = ϕ1 + ϕ2 and ϕ =

ϕ1 − ϕ2), Eq. (A.14) reduces to

M̂R =

(
sgn(ε)(ε+ iδ)√
(ε+ iδ)2 −∆2

GS +G

)
(τ z ⊗ σ0) + i∆

sgn(ε)GS√
(ε+ iδ)2 −∆2

cos
ϕ

2
(τy ⊗ σ0)

+ 2GP
(
τ0 ⊗ (m · σ)

)
− iGφ

(
τ z ⊗ (m · σ)

)
. (A.15)

In the limit ε� ∆, we get

M̂R =

(
−i(ε+ iδ)

∆
GS +G

)
(τ z ⊗ σ0) +GS cos

ϕ

2

(
τy ⊗ σ0

)
+ 2GP

(
τ0 ⊗ (m · σ)

)
− iGφ

(
τ z ⊗ (m · σ)

)
. (A.16)

For the magnetization unit vector m, we consider a parallel collinear alignment (i.e.,

θ = 0); m = (0, 0, 1) is pinned along the spin quantization (z-) axis which results in

(m ·σ) = σz. One last step would be to use the existing symmetry in the 4× 4 tensor

products defined above and seprate them to two 2× 2 blocks. To this end, we define

σ = ±1 as a spin label referring to the ↑, ↓ orientation of spin, and Eq. (A.16) may

written as

MR =
GS
∆

[(
−i(ε+ iδ) +

G

GS
∆− iσG

φ

GS
∆

)
τ z + ∆ cos

ϕ

2
τy + 2σ

GP

G2
S

∆τ0

]
, (A.17)

where, the last term will drop out from the commutator relation
[
M̂R, ĜRc

]
= 04.

Furthermore, we can write down M̂R and the resulting DOS in terms of an effective

spin-splitting h̃ = (Gφ/GS)∆, inhomogeneous broadening Γ̃ = (G/GS)∆ and phase

dependent gap ∆̃ = ∆ cos(ϕ/2) via

MR =
GS
∆

[(
−i
(
ε+ iδ + σh̃

)
+ Γ̃

)
τ z + ∆̃τy

]
. (A.18)
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Figure A.1: The total (solid black line), spin up (red dashed line), and spin down
(blue dotted line) DOS calculated for Gφ/GS = 0.01 (upper panel) and Gφ/GS = 0.3
(lower panel). We have set a finite phase difference across the junction ϕ = π/2,
G/GS = 0.01, and δ = 10−3∆.

The normalization condition for a general matrix of the formMR = Aτx+Bτy+Cτ z

will be automatically ensured via GRc =
(
Aτx +Bτy + Cτ z

)
/
√
A2 +B2 + C2, which

results in the retarded Green function of the node,

GRc =

(
−i
(
ε+ iδ + σh̃

)
+ Γ̃

)
τ z + ∆̃τy√

−(ε+ iδ)2 + 2
(
−i
(
ε+ iδ + σh̃

)
+ Γ̃/2

)
Γ̃− 2

(
σ(ε+ iδ) + h̃/2

)
h̃+ ∆̃2

.

(A.19)

In summary, we presented a detailed analysis of the central island’s retarded (ad-

vanced) Green function. The last step here towards the calculation of the DOS [see

Fig. A.1], would be to insert this relation in Eq. (A.1).
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Figure A.2: Circuit diagram of the system under investigation, consisting of two
ferromagnetic leads (blue regions) coupled through a normal central node (yellow
area). The arbitrary alignments of the magnetizations are shown via the white arrows.

A.1.2 Application: Two-terminal FNF contact

In this section, we want to study the diffusive transport of the two-terminal system

depicted in Fig. A.2.

The total M̂ considering the boundary conditions of both ferromagnets reads

M̂ =
∑
α

[
Gα
2
ĜFα +GPα κ̂αĜFα − i

Gφα
2
κ̂α

]
, (A.20)

where the index α = 1, 2 labels each FM lead with the sub-matrices M̂α = GαĜFα/2+

GPα κ̂αĜFα − iGφακ̂α/2. Following recipes of the previous application, Sec. A.1.1, and

implementing the relation for the Keldysh component GK(ε) = GR(ε)h(ε)−h(ε)GA(ε),

the 4× 4 ferromagnetic Green functions read in Keldysh-spin space 2

Ĝα =

(
GR GKα
0 GA

)
=

(
σ0 2σ0hα

02 −σ0

)
, (A.21)

where, in thermal equilibrium

hα(ε)=

(
tanh ε+eVα

2Tα
0

0 tanh ε−eVα
2Tα

)
=

(
1− 2fe 0

0 2fh − 1

)
=

(
1− 2f(ε) 0

0 2f(−ε)− 1

)
(A.22)

2For the current case since there is no S included in this picture, the Nambu space is excluded and
thereby the 2× 2 retarded (advanced) Green functions of the F in spin space are GR/AF = ±σ0.
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in Nambu (particle-hole) space. By implementing the spin matrix and κ̂α = 12 ⊗
(mα · σ), the retarded (advanced) component of M̂ becomes

MR(A) = ±(G1 +G2)

2
σ0 ±GP1 (m1 · σ)σ0 − i

Gφ1
2

(m1 · σ)±GP2 (m2 · σ)σ0

− iG
φ
2

2
(m2 · σ), (A.23)

leading to GR(A)
c (ε) = ±σ0 of the node as an outcome of the normalization constraint

and the commutation relation introduced in Eq. (A.9). Moreover, the Keldysh com-

ponent of M̂ may be expressed as

MK = G1h1 +G2h2 + 2GP1 (m1 · σ)h1 + 2GP2 (m2 · σ)h2, (A.24)

where, via inserting it in the commutation relation, stated in Eq. (A.9), we get

MRhc −MK − hcMA = 02. (A.25)

The main objective is here to calculate the distribution function on the node, hc,

which will allow us to describe non-equilibrium transport properties. This distribution

function has the matrix form of hc = h0
c + (hT · σ), where the subscripts refer to the

longitudinal (h0
c) and transverse (hT ) contribution. The terms (mα ·σ) commute with

the diagonal one h0
c but not with the term (hT · σ). Implementing the distribution

function in spin space by hα =
(
1− 2fα(ε)

)
σ0, Eq. (A.25) can be written after some

simplifications as

(G1 +G2)
(
h0
c + (hT · σ)

)
σ0 −G1

(
1− 2f1(ε)

)
−G2

(
1− 2f2(ε)

)
+ 2σ0h

0
c

(
GP1 m1 +GP2 m2

)
· σ + 2σ0

(
GP1 m1 +GP2 m2

)
· hT

+ σ ·
(
Gφ1m1 +Gφ2m2

)
× hT − 2

(
GP1 m1 +GP2 m2

)
· σ

+ 4
(
GP1 m1f1(ε) +GP2 m2f2(ε)

)
· σ = 02. (A.26)

Here, we have employed the property of matrix product, mασ ·hTσ = mα ·hT + iσ ·
(mα × hT ). So, after close inspection, we find that we can cast Eq.(A.26) into the

compact matrix form. Aσ0 +B · σ = 02 with the matrices

A = (G1 +G2)h0
c−G1

(
1−2f1(ε)

)
−G2

(
1−2f2(ε)

)
+2
(
GP1 m1 +GP2 m2

)
·hT , (A.27)
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and

B = (G1 +G2)hT +
(
Gφ1m1 +Gφ2m2

)
× hT + 2(h0

c − 1)
(
GP1 m1 +GP2 m2

)
+ 4
(
GP1 m1f1(ε) +GP2 m2f2(ε)

)
. (A.28)

Now, adopting the notation in Ref. [227], we can expand hT into a convenient basis

of the vectors m1, m2, and m1 ×m2 as hT = huu + hvv + hww. The orthogonal

vectors read

u =
m1 +m2√

2(1 +m)
, v =

m1 −m2√
2(1−m)

, w =
m1 ×m2√

1−m2
. (A.29)

where m = m1 ·m2 = cos θ. Next, we express m1 and m2 in terms of the functions

u and v [227]

m1 =

√
1 +m

2
u+

√
1−m

2
v, (A.30)

m2 =

√
1 +m

2
u−

√
1−m

2
v, (A.31)

in order to simplify A and B given in Eqs. (A.27) and (A.28):

A = (G1 +G2)
(
h0
c − 1

)
+ 2
(
G1f1(ε) +G2f2(ε)

)
+
√

2(1 +m)
(
GP1 +GP2

)
hu

+
√

2(1−m)
(
GP1 −GP2

)
hv, (A.32)

and

B =

[
(G1 +G2)hu +

(
h0
c − 1

)√
2(1 +m)

(
GP1 +GP2

)
+ 2
√

2(1 +m)
(
GP1 f1(ε)+

GP2 f2(ε)
)

+
(
Gφ1 −Gφ2

)√1−m
2

hw

]
u

+

[
(G1 +G2)hv +

(
h0
c − 1

)√
2(1−m)

(
GP1 −GP2

)
+ 2
√

2(1−m)
(
GP1 f1(ε)−

GP2 f2(ε)
)
−
(
Gφ1 +Gφ2

)√1 +m

2
hw

]
v

+

[
(G1 +G2)hw +

(
Gφ1 +Gφ2

)√1 +m

2
hv −

(
Gφ1 −Gφ2

)√1−m
2

hu

]
w. (A.33)
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The matrix equation Aσ0 +B ·σ = 02, reduces in the symmetric case—G1 = G2 = G,

GP1 = GP2 = GP , and Gφ1 = Gφ2 = Gφ—to the linear system of equations

G
(
h0
c − 1 + f1(ε) + f2(ε)

)
+
√

2(1 +m)GPhu = 0, (A.34)

Ghu +
√

2(1 +m)GP
(
h0
c − 1 + f1(ε) + f2(ε)

)
= 0, (A.35)

Ghv +
√

2(1−m)GP
(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

)
−
√

1 +m

2
Gφhw = 0, (A.36)

Ghw +

√
1 +m

2
Gφhv = 0. (A.37)

Solving these equations results in the following expressions for the elements of the

distribution function

h0
c = 1− f1(ε)− f2(ε), (A.38)

hu = 0, (A.39)

hv =
(
−
√

2(1−m)GGP
(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

))/(
G2 +

(1 +m

2

)
Gφ

2

)
, (A.40)

hw =
(√

1−m2GφGP
(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

))/(
G2 +

(1 +m

2

)
Gφ

2

)
. (A.41)

Now, there is only one step left before we can construct the distribution function hc

of the node. The vector of Pauli matrices (σ) need to be defined in the basis of m1,

m2, and m1 ×m2 which is accomplished by σ = σuu+ σvv+ σww with σu, σv, and

σw defined as

σu =

(
0 1

1 0

)
, σv =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σw =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
, (A.42)

following the usual commutation relations. Therewith, the distribution function of

the central island hc = h0
c + (hT · σ) reads

hc =

(
h0
c + hw −ihv
ihv h0

c − hw

)
. (A.43)

A.1.3 Total conductance

The ferromagnetic matrix currents Îα ≡
[
M̂α, Ĝc

]
can be now calculated with the

aid of the distribution function, Eq. (A.43). To this end, we write the components of

total M̂ (Eqs. (A.23) and (A.24)) in the basis {u,v,w} given in Eq. (A.29) (recall
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σ = σuu+ σvv + σww),

MR(A) = ±(G1 +G2)

2
σ0 ±

√
1 +m

2

(
GP1 +GP2

)
σu ±

√
1−m

2

(
GP1 −GP2

)
σv

− i

2

√
1 +m

2

(
Gφ1 +Gφ2

)
σu −

i

2

√
1−m

2

(
Gφ1 −Gφ2

)
σv, (A.44)

and

MK = (G1 +G2)σ0 − 2
(
G1f1(ε) +G2f2(ε)

)
σ0 + 2

√
1 +m

2

(
GP1 +GP2

)
σu

+ 2

√
1−m

2

(
GP1 −GP2

)
σv − 4

√
1 +m

2

(
GP1 f1(ε) +GP2 f2(ε)

)
σu

− 4

√
1−m

2

(
GP1 f1(ε)−GP2 f2(ε)

)
σv. (A.45)

In order to calculate the current through the left ferromagnet (α = 1) and the

corresponding differential conductance, the Keldysh component of the matrix cur-

rent IK1 (ε) needs to be determined, see Eq. (A.2), which follows from the Keldysh

component GK1 = 2σ0h1 of the spectral matrix current [M̂1, Ĝc]. Thus, we get

IK1 (ε) = 2MR
1 hc − 2MK

1 − 2hcMA
1 . (A.46)

The retarded (advanced) and Keldysh components ofM1 for the symmetric case can

be readoff from Eqs. (A.44) and (A.45):

MR(A)
1 = ±G

2
σ0 ±

(
GP ∓ i

2
Gφ
)(√

1 +m

2
σu +

√
1−m

2
σv

)
, (A.47)

and

MK
1 =

[
Gσ0 + 2GP

(√
1 +m

2
σu +

√
1−m

2
σv

)](
1− 2f1(ε)

)
. (A.48)

Inserting Eqs. (A.47) and (A.48) into Eq. (A.46) finally yields the Keldysh component
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of the matrix current for the left ferromagnetic lead,

IK1 (ε)=2

(
G
(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

)
+ 2GP

√
1−m

2
hv

)
σ0 + 2

(
2GP

√
1 +m

2

(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

)
+

Gφ
√

1−m
2

hw

)
σu + 2

(
Ghv + 2GP

√
1−m

2

(
f1(ε)−f2(ε)

)
−Gφ

√
1 +m

2
hw

)
σv

+ 2

(
Ghw +Gφ

√
1 +m

2
hv

)
σw. (A.49)

Employing hv from Eq. (A.40), the trace of the matrix current becomes

tr
[
IK1 (ε)

]
= 4G

(
1− 2(1−m)GP

2

G2 + (1+m
2 )Gφ2

)(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

)
, (A.50)

with f1,2(ε) denoting the Fermi functions corresponding to the left/right FM lead.

Note that, for m = ±1—collinear (parallel and antiparallel) alignment of the relative

magnetization angle—the Gφ contribution vanishes.

We know from Eq. (A.2) that the charge current follows from integration over the

quasi-energies,

Iq1 ≡
1

8e

∫ ∞
−∞

dε tr
[
σ0 IK1 (ε)

]
= GT (θ)

∫ ∞
−∞

dε
(
f1(ε)− f2(ε)

)
, (A.51)

with θ being the relative magnetization angle with m = cos θ, and GT (θ) representing

the normal state total conductance of the tunnel junction,

GT (θ) =
G

2

(
1− 2(1− cos θ)

(
GP
)2

G2 + (1+cos θ
2 ) (Gφ)

2

)
. (A.52)

By noticing, that the integral in Eq. (A.51) just yields the voltage difference between

both FMs, the charge current through the left FM lead reduces to Iq1 = GT (θ)V . In

the limiting case of a normal metal (GP = 0) it becomes, as expected, Iq1 = (G/2)V .

Since, GP = (G↑−G↓)/2 and polarization of the junction is P = (G↑−G↓)/(G↑+

G↓) = (G↑ − G↓)/G, the differential conductance GT (θ) given in Eq. (A.52) can be

finally expressed as

GT (θ) =
G

2

(
1− P 2

2

(1− cos θ)G2

G2 + (1+cos θ
2 ) (Gφ)

2

)
=
G

2

(
1− P 2 tan2(θ/2)

tan2(θ/2) + 1 + (G
φ

G )2

)
.

(A.53)
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<latexit sha1_base64="XXAiz3BmCjIB42zpOhsczqQu5Kg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2qWbwSK4kJoUQTeFoou6rGAf0MQymU7aoZMHMxMhhPorblwo4tYPceffOG2z0NYDFw7n3Mu993gxZ1JZ1rexsrq2vrFZ2Cpu7+zu7ZsHh20ZJYLQFol4JLoelpSzkLYUU5x2Y0Fx4HHa8cY3U7/zSIVkUXiv0pi6AR6GzGcEKy31zVKzZp8hBzUeMicescl5o1btm2WrYs2AlomdkzLkaPbNL2cQkSSgoSIcS9mzrVi5GRaKEU4nRSeRNMZkjIe0p2mIAyrdbHb8BJ1oZYD8SOgKFZqpvycyHEiZBp7uDLAayUVvKv7n9RLlX7kZC+NE0ZDMF/kJRypC0yTQgAlKFE81wUQwfSsiIywwUTqvog7BXnx5mbSrFduq2HcX5fp1HkcBjuAYTsGGS6jDLTShBQRSeIZXeDOejBfj3fiYt64Y+UwJ/sD4/AEAjpMO</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="l3rkITtf8dxwewhQmEp7C/s+WHU=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t3/gHh61dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9eDW/71a9mjcHWSV+QapQoNF3v3qDhGUxSsME1brre6kJcqoMZwKnlV6mMaVsTIfYtVTSGHWQz0+dkjOrDEiUKFvSkLn6eyKnsdaTOLSdMTUjvezNxP+8bmai6yDnMs0MSrZYFGWCmITM/iYDrpAZMbGEMsXtrYSNqKLM2HQqNgR/+eVV0rqo+Tax+8tq/aaIowwncArn4MMV1OEOGtAEBkN4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/U3yNJw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pTiLlK8BRQBncL6ngouGJNoC8iQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4CkkR9Fj04rGi/YA2lM120i7dbMLuRiihP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLU8G18bxvZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dJIphk2WiER1QqpRcIlNw43ATqqQxqHAdji+nfntJ1SaJ/LRTFIMYjqUPOKMGis9eG6tX6l6rjcHWSV+QapQoNGvfPUGCctilIYJqnXX91IT5FQZzgROy71MY0rZmA6xa6mkMeogn586JedWGZAoUbakIXP190ROY60ncWg7Y2pGetmbif953cxE10HOZZoZlGyxKMoEMQmZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbQj+8surpFVzfc/17y+r9ZsijhKcwhlcgA9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzRHOi/PufCxa15xi5gT+wPn8AVUAjSg=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yNzMnnXjlkKzfhesaWJl6Wp3ZZQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hU0GPRi8eK1hbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGDZZIhLVDqlGwSU2DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZuq3nlBpnsgHM04xiOlA8ogzaqx077nnvWrNc70ZyDLxC1KDAo1e9avbT1gWozRMUK07vpeaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmxSp9EibIlDZmpvydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmugpyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwF19eJo9nru+5/t1FrX5dxFGGIziGU/DhEupwCw1oAoMBPMMrvDnCeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH1aEjSk=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Tek7htftoUVs9/PUaLZSmUe5RCQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6SRTDJssEYnqhFSj4BKbhhuBnVQhjUOB7XB8O/PbT6g0T+SjmaQYxHQoecQZNVZ68NzLfrXmud4cZJX4BalBgUa/+tUbJCyLURomqNZd30tNkFNlOBM4rfQyjSllYzrErqWSxqiDfH7qlJxZZUCiRNmShszV3xM5jbWexKHtjKkZ6WVvJv7ndTMTXQc5l2lmULLFoigTxCRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsSH4yy+vktaF63uuf39Zq98UcZThBE7hHHy4gjrcQQOawGAIz/AKb45wXpx352PRWnKKmWP4A+fzB1gIjSo=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uyfAD27eL+fX0p0kuZAbh6uqrik=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0hE0WPRi8eK1hbaUDbbSbt0swm7G6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAXXxvO+ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941EmmGDZZIhLVDqlGwSU2DTcC26lCGocCW+HoZuq3nlBpnsgHM04xiOlA8ogzaqx077kXvWrNc70ZyDLxC1KDAo1e9avbT1gWozRMUK07vpeaIKfKcCZwUulmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEH+ezUCTmxSp9EibIlDZmpvydyGms9jkPbGVMz1IveVPzP62QmugpyLtPMoGTzRVEmiEnI9G/S5wqZEWNLKFPc3krYkCrKjE2nYkPwF19eJo9nru+5/t15rX5dxFGGIziGU/DhEupwCw1oAoMBPMMrvDnCeXHenY95a8kpZg7hD5zPH1mMjSs=</latexit>

Figure A.3: The total conductance GT (θ) vs. the relative magnetization alignment
θ. The red dashed and blue dotted line presents the case of the zero and finite spin
mixing conductances Gφ, respectively, for P = 1. Increasing Gφ, sharpens the dip for
non-collinear θ and thereby leads to an increase in the total conductance.

where we have plotted it as a function of θ in Fig. A.1.3.

With 1 + (Gφ/G)2 = |η|2/Re(η) where η is the complex relative mixing conduc-

tance defined in Ref. [227], Eq. (A.53) is in fact, the total conductance of a diffusive

FNF system for the symmetric contacts when lsf � L (the size of system is much

smaller than the spin diffusion length), the magnetic field applied to N is turned off

(B = 0), and the resistance of N is negligible compared to the ferromagnetic contacts

(GN →∞), for more details see Ref. [227].
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A.2 A note on the numerical implementation

<latexit sha1_base64="Kess5odarybGoi3RiDrYSv+CEXE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="1Azx8LN7EeXPPzVecDDRutREUSw=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="UHSf5YZrKfdR9iOMEf8VbpGJuWc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rR3JXApiDzZceIg1iniL1kCs38M=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="A7UTq7CQucVmjUOeUTYT5T0QE/I=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="huPql9wTb1HOCg/XjfUXXRn+gs0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rimB8O/9FbAn312LgwYeJOTbjqQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="eWrxkVX0gTjdFq3zzgEXYONS9HI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MMT0smKLNRZA6+fgwYZdidsG+QU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YIzfuFW24mwact44NKjtaFDw5AE=">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</latexit>
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Figure A.4: Scheme to determine transport properties, e.g., electronic DOS in the
central region, and the charge (and z-polarized spin) currents between each terminal
and the node of the system presented in chapter 3. The main objective here is to
calculate the Green function of the node Ǧc which fulfills the normalization constraint
Ǧ2
c = 18 [87]. To this end, we start via employing the discretized boundary conditions

in the form of the “matrix currents” refecting the Kirchhoff’s current conservation; the
net matrix current must become zero at each energy [75]: 08 ≡

∑
n Ǐn. One can achieve

this, adopting the notation of [50], by diagonalizing M̌ as M̌ = ǓMdiag(M̌)Ǔ−1
M . This

will allows us to evaluate Ǧc = ǓMsgn[Re diag(M̌)]Ǔ−1
M with an ensured normalization

condition, where ǓM and diag(M̌) denote the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of M̌,
respectively. Once we find an expression for Ǧc(ε), DOS and the currents can be
calculated implementing the retarded element of Ǧc, and the Keldysh component of
the matrix currents ÎKn (ε), respectively.
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Figure A.5: We are showcasing the self-consistent determination of the S pairing
potential employed in chapter 4. There is no exact analytical solution that will give a
fully self-consistent pair potential for our system, and a numerical approach must be
implemented.

For bulk superconductors, as discussed in this appendix, the DOS and the currents

can be also numerically evaluated following the same steps as employed in Secs. A.1

and A.1.2. The basic steps are summarized in Fig. A.4. For thin film superconductors,

as discussed in the main text in chapter 4, the gap will be renormalized for instance

due to the effect of spin-splitting. Its width has to be found iteratively as outlined in

Fig. A.5.
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Appendix B

Thermoelectricity: Effect of a

sizeable incoherent broadening

The effect of spin-flip scattering on the TE response of a tunnel structure formed by

a thin insulating layer sandwiched between a spin-split S and an F has been studied

in chapter 4 for a small inhomogeneous broadening. Here, we go a step further and

demonstrate that while for a small broadening the achievable maximum Seebeck co-

efficient is relatively insensitive to the spin-flip rate, in the opposite case of a large

broadening, the spin-flip rate consistently has a detrimental effect on it [Fig. B.5].

The results of this appendix are obtained for the case of high incoherent broadening

δ = 0.1∆0.

Fig. B.1 presents the self-consistently determined total and spin-polarized DOS,

where because of the sizeable spin-flip rate considered in these plots, the system ex-

hibits gapless superconductivity even at zero spin-splitting. As we seen in Fig. 4.3 (a),

the value of spin-splitting at which the maximal Seebeck coefficient is achieved varies

strongly with the temperature for small incoherent broadening, however, this value is

relatively insensitive to the temperature when incoherent broadening is appreciable,

see Fig B.2 (a) [ZT mirrors the same, Fig B.3]. This indicates that for large δ, the

main contribution to the TE response does not come from the DOS peaks close to

the gap energy. Rather, the full quasiparticle spectrum contributes due to the finite

DOS in theotherwise gapped region. Based on this, and the DOS dependence, we

conclude: (i) the behavior of the system depends qualitatively on the strength of inco-

herent broadening, and (ii) the TE response of the system is finite even in the gapless

regime.

The TE performance of the device, presented in Fig. B.4 is particularly insensitive
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Figure B.1: (a) The total N0(ε) and (b) spin-polarized Nz(ε) quasiparticle DOS calcu-
lated for Γsf = 0.3∆0, kBT/∆0 = 0.1. ∆0 denotes the superconducting pair potential
at T = 0, Hex = 0 and Γsf = 0.

to the temperature for large spin-flip and incoherent broadening δ, for which the

system is always in the gapless state. The system is less sensitive to the temperature

since it is in the gapless state for the larger part of the parameter space, and even

when there is a gap, it is not hard.
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Figure B.2: Seebeck coefficient S vs. spin-splitting field Hex/∆0 calculated for (a)
and (b) corresponding to Γsf/∆0 = 10−3 and 0.3, respectively. The curves indicate
different temperatures kBT/∆0 = 0.1 (black solid line), 0.08 (purple dashed line), 0.06
(green dash-dot line), 0.04 (blue long dash-dash) and 0.02 (orange dash-dot-dot).
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Figure B.3: TE figure of merit ZT as a function of the normalized spin-splitting field
Hex/∆0. The parameter values employed are Γsf/∆0 = 10−3 and 0.3 for (a) and (b),
respectively. The polarization of the interface conductance is fixed to P = 0.9.
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Figure B.4: Spin-flip scattering rate (Γsf/∆0) dependence of (a) normalized ther-
mopower S/(PkB/e) and (b) thermoelectric figure of merit ZT for Hex/∆0 = 0.2 at
different temperatures. Polarization of the interface conductance is P = 0.9.

We finally study the dependence of the maximum Seebeck coefficient (as a function

of spin-splitting) on the spin-flip rate in Fig. B.5. For small δ [see chapter 4 for more

details], the maximum Seebeck coefficient is relatively insensitive to the spin-flip.

However, the value of spin-splitting (not shown explicitly) at which this maximum

value is achieved decreases monotonically with the spin-flip rate. In the opposite case
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Figure B.5: Maximal thermopower |S/(PkB/e)|max vs spin-flip rate Γsf at kBT/∆0 =
0.02 [the orange curves in Figs. 4.3 and B.2]. For a small incoherent broadening (black
curve), the maximum Seebeck coefficient is relatively insensitive to the spin-flip rate
while it reduces drastically with spin-flip rate for a larger incoherent broadening (red
curve).

of large inhomogeneous broadening, the spin-flip rate consistently has adetrimental

effect on the maximum Seebeck coefficient achievable in the system.



Appendix C

Self-energy of proximity-coupled

MI/S systems

This appendix includes the conventions followed for expressing the Green functions

in the frequency and momentum representation in Sec. C.1, and a detailed derivation

of the interfacial self-energy in Sec. C.2, which are significantly essential to follow the

results of chapter 5. Moreover, a discussion on some relevant materials, along with the

corresponding expected spin-splittings for the MI/S systems is presented in Sec. C.3.

C.1 Frequency-momentum representation

Adapting Mahan’s convention and assuming a time-invariant system [215], we express

a function f(x1, x2) in Matsubara frequency representation as follows:

f(x1, x2) ≡ f(τ, rrr1, rrr2) =
1

β

∑
n

e−iωnτF (ωn, rrr1, rrr2), (C.1)

F (ωn, rrr1, rrr2) =

∫ β

0
eiωnτf(τ, rrr1, rrr2) dτ, (C.2)

where β ≡ 1/kBT with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature, x1 ≡
{rrr1, τ1} and so on, τ ≡ τ1 − τ2, ωn ≡ (2n + 1)π/β are the Matsubara frequencies for

a Fermionic system. In the following, we drop the explicit distinction between the

functions f() and F (). The function being referred to is deemed understood based on

its arguments. For example, f(ωn, rrr1, rrr2) from this point on represents what we have

called F (ωn, rrr1, rrr2) above. Furthermore, the argument ωn is assumed to be implicit

in the following discussion.
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A general function f(rrr1, rrr2) is expressed in the momentum representation:

f(rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3k1

(2π)3

d3k2

(2π)3
F (kkk1, kkk2) eikkk1·rrr1eikkk2·rrr2 , (C.3)

f
(
rrr′ +

rrr

2
, rrr′ − rrr

2

)
=

∫
d3p

(2π)3

d3k

(2π)3
F

(
ppp+

kkk

2
,−ppp+

kkk

2

)
eippp·rrreikkk·rrr

′
, (C.4)

where ppp ≡ (kkk1 − kkk2)/2, kkk ≡ kkk1 + kkk2, rrr ≡ rrr1 − rrr2, and rrr′ ≡ (rrr1 + rrr2)/2. With the

definitions:

f1

(
rrr,rrr′

)
≡ f

(
rrr′ +

rrr

2
, rrr′ − rrr

2

)
, (C.5)

F1 (ppp,kkk) ≡ F
(
ppp+

kkk

2
,−ppp+

kkk

2

)
, (C.6)

we can describe the function in the relative and center of mass coordinates represen-

tation:

f1

(
rrr,rrr′

)
=

∫
d3p

(2π)3

d3k

(2π)3
F1 (ppp,kkk) eippp·rrreikkk·rrr

′
, (C.7)

F1 (ppp,kkk) =

∫
d3rrrd3rrr′ f1

(
rrr,rrr′

)
e−ippp·rrre−ikkk·rrr

′
. (C.8)

This representation allows us to treat the variations in functions on small (inverse

Fermi momentum) and large (superconducting coherence) length scales effectively [67].

In particular, the description of a spatially homogeneous system can be treated as

independent of rrr′ and may be developed in terms of ppp alone, while disregarding kkk.

Once again, in the following, and in the main text, we do not explicitly distinguish

between the different functions (e.g. f(), f1(), F () and so on). We employ the same

letters to represent the function appropriate for that particular representation, which,

in turn, becomes evident from the arguments specifying the function. For example,

f(ppp,kkk) is understood to represent the following expression in terms of the real-space

function f(x1, x2) ≡ f(τ, rrr1, rrr2):

f (ppp,kkk) =

∫ β

0
dτ

∫
d3rrrd3rrr′ f

(
τ, rrr′ +

rrr

2
, rrr′ − rrr

2

)
eiωnτe−ippp·rrre−ikkk·rrr

′
. (C.9)

C.2 Perturbative evaluation of Green function

Expressing the problem to be solved as the sum of an unperturbed and a perturbation

contributions Ĝ−1(x1) = Ĝ−1
0 (x1)−Ĥint(x1), the total Green’s function matrix can be
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expanded as a sum of contributions to increasing degrees in the perturbation:

Ĝ (x1, x2) =
∞∑
n=0

Ĝ(n) (x1, x2) , (C.10)

where Ĝ(0) (x1, x2) is the Green’s function matrix for the unperturbed problem. For

the case at hand, this corresponds to a superconducting film without the magnet. Sub-

stituting above form of the Green’s function into the Gor’kov equation and switching

to frequency representation, we obtain the following recursive relations [67, 215]:

Ĝ(n) (rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3r3 Ĝ

(0) (rrr1, rrr3) Ĥint(rrr3)Ĝ(n−1) (rrr3, rrr2) , (C.11)

with n ≥ 1. Since we work within the quasi-classical approximation for superconduc-

tivity assuming the unperturbed solution to represent a homogeneous superconducting

state, the corresponding Green function matrix can be represented as:

Ĝ(0) (rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3p

(2π)3
Ĝ(0) (ppp) eippp·(rrr1−rrr2). (C.12)

This representation will be used repeatedly in the following analysis.

The first order correction can be simplified to:

Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

d3p2

(2π)3
ei(ppp1·rrr1−ppp2·rrr2) Ĝ(0) (ppp1) Ĥint(ppp1 − ppp2)Ĝ(0) (ppp2) , (C.13)

where

Ĥint(ppp) ≡
∫
d3r Ĥint(rrr) e

−ippp·rrr =

[
(2π)2δ(κκκ) + u(κκκ)

∑
sssi

e−iκκκ·sssi

]
t̂, (C.14)

with ppp ≡ {κκκ, ξ}. In evaluating the above expression, we have employed the conventions

and definitions introduced in the main text. Employing Eq. (C.14) in Eq. (C.13). the
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first order correction reduces to:

Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

d3p2

(2π)3
ei(ppp1·rrr1−ppp2·rrr2) Ĝ(0) (ppp1) (2π)2δ(κκκ1 − κκκ2) t̂ Ĝ(0) (ppp2)

+

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

d3p2

(2π)3
ei(ppp1·rrr1−ppp2·rrr2)

∑
sssi

e−i(κκκ1−κκκ2)·sssi Ĝ(0) (ppp1)u(κκκ1 − κκκ2) t̂ Ĝ(0) (ppp2) ,

(C.15)

=

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

dξ2

2π
ei(ξ1y1−ξ2y2) eiκκκ1·(sss1−sss2) Ĝ(0) (ppp1) t̂ Ĝ(0) (κκκ1, ξ2) +

Ndis

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

dξ2

2π
ei(ξ1y1−ξ2y2) eiκκκ1·(sss1−sss2) u(0) Ĝ(0) (ppp1) t̂ Ĝ(0) (κκκ1, ξ2) , (C.16)

where we have averaged over the disorder center locations via the replacement
∑

sssi
→

Ndis

∫
d2si, and u(0) =

∫
d2s u(s) = 0 results in the second term vanishing:

Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

dξ2

2π
ei(ξ1y1−ξ2y2) eiκκκ1·(sss1−sss2) Ĝ(0) (ppp1) t̂ Ĝ(0) (κκκ1, ξ2) . (C.17)

The expression obtained above describes an inhomogeneous system due to the break-

ing of translational invariance by the interface. However, within the quasi-classical

approximation, we expect a homogeneous superconducting state. Thus the expression

above goes beyond the quasi-classical limit. We obtain the contribution relevant for

describing superconductivity, stemming from a narrow phase-space around the Fermi

energy, by averaging over the thickness dS of the superconductor:〈
Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
=

1

dS

∫
dy′ Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2) , (C.18)

=
1

dS

∫
d3p1

(2π)3

dξ2

2π
dy′ eiy

′(ξ1−ξ2) eiy
(ξ1+ξ2)

2 eiκκκ1·(sss1−sss2) Ĝ(0) (ppp1) t̂ Ĝ(0) (κκκ1, ξ2) ,

(C.19)

where y′ = (y1 + y2)/2 and y = y1 − y2. This leads us to our result for the first order

correction: 〈
Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
=

∫
d3p

(2π)3
eippp·(rrr1−rrr2) Ĝ(0) (ppp)

t̂

dS
Ĝ(0) (ppp) . (C.20)

The evaluation of the second order correction follows an analysis similar to the
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above. We wish to evaluate
〈
Ĝ(2) (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
with

Ĝ(2) (rrr1, rrr2) =

∫
d3r3 Ĝ

(0) (rrr1, rrr3) Ĥint(rrr3)Ĝ(1) (rrr3, rrr2) . (C.21)

In order to obtain the desired result within our approximation, we make the following

replacement:

Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2)→
〈
Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
+∫

d3p1

(2π)3

d3p2

(2π)3
ei(ppp1·rrr1−ppp2·rrr2)

∑
sssi

e−i(κκκ1−κκκ2)·sssi Ĝ(0) (ppp1) u(κκκ1 − κκκ2) t̂ Ĝ(0) (ppp2) .

The disorder has to be treated separately from the
〈
Ĝ(1) (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
term since the pre-

averaging procedure fails to capture the disorder-mediated scrambling of momenta.

Employing the above replacement, Eq. (C.21) can be simplified into several contribu-

tions. All contributions stemming from scattering by single and multiple but distinct

disorder-centers vanish on account of u(0) = 0. The term due to two scattering events

from the same disorder-centers leads to a finite result. Combined with the other as-

sumptions of the cross-diagram technique [67, 215], mentioned in the main text, the

required second order correction becomes:

〈
Ĝ(2) (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
=

∫
d3p

(2π)3
eippp·(rrr1−rrr2) Ĝ(0) (ppp) Σ̂

(1)
int (ppp) Ĝ(0) (ppp) , (C.22)

where

Σ̂
(1)
int (ppp) =

Ndis

dS

∫
d3p1

(2π)3
|u(κκκ− κκκ1)|2 t̂ Ĝ(0) (ppp1) t̂. (C.23)

Proceeding along similar lines employing the approximations introduced above and

evaluating the higher order terms, we can sum all terms in a manner analogous to the

treatment of bulk impurity scattering within the cross diagram technique [67, 215].

The final result is obtained as〈
Ĝ (rrr1, rrr2)

〉
=

∫
d3p

(2π)3
eippp·(rrr1−rrr2) Ĝ (ppp) , (C.24)

with the expression for Ĝ (ppp) ≡ Ĝ (ωn, ppp) as given in the main text.
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Material Temperature (K) Texture Effective field (T) Comments

CoO 150 poly 10−1 –
CoO 100 poly-multi 100 Ferromagnet in mutlilayer
CoO 77 (1 1 1) 10−1 –
FeS 10 poly 10−1 –
FeF2 10 (1 1 0) 100 –
FeF2 10 (0 0 1) 10−3 –
CrN 10 poly 10−1 –
NiO RT poly 10−3 − 10−2 –
NiO RT (1 1 1) 10−3 − 10−2 Enhancement at low temperatures
NiO RT (1 0 0) 10−2 − 10−1 –

Cr2O3 RT poly 10−3 Comparison with recent studies

Table C.1: Materials and expected induced effective magnetic fields evaluated via the
interfacial energy density data compiled in Ref. [61].

C.3 Realistic materials and expected effective fields

In the present section, we discuss some concrete materials along with the spin split-

tings, or equivalently effective magnetic fields, expected to be induced by them in an

adjacent conductor. We first present these estimates on the basis of the experimen-

tal data available from exchange bias studies [61]. The compiled data demonstrates

the variation in the induced fields with different materials, textures, and fabrication

techniques [see table C.1]. In particular, incorporation of a ferromagnetic seed layer

can be very effective in achieving a large induced field without necessitating epitax-

ial growth. Second, we estimate the expected spin splitting from the spin-mixing

conductance measured via various experimental studies in ferromagnet/metal bilay-

ers [221, 225, 226]. One can expect a perfectly uncompensated interface to induce a

comparable field. The resulting estimate is consistent with the highest values expected

from the exchange bias data thus suggesting that several systems exhibit nearly per-

fect uncompensation at the interface. Detailed spin-mixing conductance studies for

antiferromagnets, analogous to exchange bias data, are not available at this point.

C.3.1 Estimates from exchange bias experiments

Enlisting a few examples from Ref. [61] here, we refer the readers to this review

article for a more extensive analysis and further references. The effective fields have

been estimated employing the reported interfacial energy densities [61] assuming a

nominal magnetization of 2 × 105 A/m and a 10 nm thick superconductor. The

‘texture’ corresponds to the magnet being polycrystalline (‘poly’) or one of its specific

crystal planes exposed at its interface with the superconductor. ‘RT’ stands for room
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temperature. A further discussion of the ‘comments’ is also presented below. Some of

the discussed materials are not antiferromagnetic at room temperatures, which does

not hinder their use with superconductors at low temperatures.

Discussion of comments:

• Ferromagnet in multilayer. – Incorporating one or more ferromagnetic layers

into a magnetic multilayer terminated with an antiferromagnetic layer allows

for a strong sublattice-asymmetry at the exposed surface. Such an arrangement

does not depend on having an epitaxial growth. Furthermore, the presence of a

ferromagnetic (seed) layer far away from the exposed antiferromagnet surface,

at which the superconductor is deposited, does not influence the conductor. The

underlying physics is explained by the field cooling effect [61]. The heterostruc-

ture is heated above the Neel temperature of the antiferromagnetic layer. It

is then allowed to cool gradually in the presence of an applied magnetic field,

which keeps the ferromagnet fully aligned. As the antiferromagnet begins to or-

der below its Neel temperature, the atomic layer next to the ferromagnet is fully

ordered due to interfacial exchange interaction with the ordered ferromagnet.

The subsequent atomic layers in the antiferromagnet follow appropriate order-

ing, consistent with the antiferromagnetic interaction with the previous atomic

layer, resulting in an atomically layered configuration throughout, which gives

a strong sublattice symmetry-breaking at the other end of the antiferromagnet,

where the conductor is deposited.

• Enhancement at low temperatures. – Reference [61] also documents an isolated

observation of an effective field larger by three orders of magnitude for the same

system at 10 K.

• Comparison with recent studies. – The estimated field here is consistent with the

recent experimental observation of exchange bias via epitaxially grown Cr2O3

with a reasonably rough surface [202]. Their demonstration of electric switching

allows for yet another functionality, and is directly applicable to our proposal as

well.

C.3.2 Estimates from spin-mixing conductance experiments

Kajiwara and coworkers [226] have estimated an exchange coupling energy of 10 meV

per ‘bond’ employing the spin transfer studies across yttrium iron garnet (YIG)-

platinum interface. This corresponds to a spin-mixing conductance ∼ 1019 m−2. Con-

sidering the lattice constant of around 1 nm for YIG, we estimate the interfacial energy
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density of ∼ 10−3 J/m2. Following an approach analogous to the exchange bias eval-

uation above, we estimate an effective field of 1−10 T in the adjacent conductor with

thickness 10 nm. There is a slight ambiguity in this estimation stemming from a differ-

ence in the lattice constants of YIG and a typical conductor. However, since we only

estimate the order of magnitude, this ambiguity is of little consequence. Since similar

spin-mixing conductances have been measured across a range of magnet/metal bilay-

ers [225], we expect the induced fields by the corresponding uncompensated interfaces

to be of similar magnitude.
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This appendix presents a short review of the author’s main scientific contributions

during his time as a Ph.D. student in the Quantum Transport Group at the University

of Konstanz.
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• 628. Wilhelm and Else Heraeus Seminar: Trends in Mesoscopic Superconduc-
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• DPG-Frühjahrstagung 2017, Spring Meeting of the Condensed Matter Section,
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